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I rarely venture so far down.
I take made," she said coolly. "Of a little WISDOM OF MOTHER NATURE THROUGH AN UNKNOWN LAND
it of sentiment, of much selfishness
the trains in and out. But tonight
Seen In Adaptation ef Adventuroue Voyage Made by Young
1 must have boarded
the wrong car. and no thought for a girl after you
Deep 8ea Flehea to Their
Australlana Traveling In a
For I am in an utterly unfamiliar once know that she loves you.
Light Canoe.
Environment.
"After he knows what?" Even
section of town and I couldn't find
policeman to ask, and somehow the weary waiter stared as Mar- A remarkable voyage was taken by
Nature is a pretty thorough wort
you looked different from most of grave a voice went booming in the man. In her production she gener four young Australians of Qoulburn,
"Who ever ally provides just those functions Victoria, recently, from Tolwong
the men I met."
almost empty room.
. . i
7
- a
l
o
it i you iioveai inimr
He shuddered as he thought of iKnew mat
eureiy which are needed, and thev are al Mine to Nowra.
The young men
men she might have asked, and not I, Catherine.
way8 the beet that can be devised provided themselves with a canvas
new that fate had kept him late at
She turned and faced him. "Yet to do the work The eves of fishes canoe 14 feet long and weighing 109
TEMPLE BAILEY
the office.
i toia you," sue saia siowiy, ana a are a case in point
pounds, which could accommodats
They had reached the big station, red blush dyed her cheeks and throat
ln the deep sea. below 200 fath all four, as well as their provisions,
and found, as Margrave had prophe"We are playing at cross pur- - 0ma. where verv little light from the the whole outfit weighing about four
(Oonyrtgbted.lDIO, bj AucllJ LIMrmrj lTei )
sied, that they could get something poses," he said. "Tell me when you 8Un reaches the bottom, fishes and hundredweight
The party went to
Marwas
at midnight thnt
It
to eat at the lunch counter.
ever admitted a thing that, had I shrimps are found with eyes of enor- - Tolwong by lorry, being set down
grave coming out of his office after
Perched on the high stools, Cath Known li, woum nave maae a au- - mous size. They require a large lens at the top of the aerial tramway at
work
several hours of nerve-rackin- g
to collect, what littlo Keht reaches the mine. The canoe and accessoover some legal papers, faced the erine laughed for the first time'. "It's ferent world for me?"
e
like one of our
larks, 'v J. wrote it i gave it to iatner. them, and as we go deeper, and even ries had to be taken down the moun
illumined square.
Frank," she said.
The words died on her lips. "Did side by side with the laree-eve-d
tain side to the river, the task ne
The air wa.s warm and spring-lik- e,
ne
blessed her for that informal you get it? she asked.
a rest every 60 or 70
kinds,
cessitating
we
shrimps
find
and
fishes
and
with the hint of summer that cornea
"Frank."
No. You know he wanted you crab-lik- e
creatures with no evea at yards. For the first 30 miles only
now and then in March.
"You're going to have pancakes to marry Ames."
all! It seems as though they bad waterholes and rapids were encoun.
Up one block and down two Marand maple syrup and some of those
she was going to given ud the attempt to see as a bad tered, but the next day the party
He
thought
grave knew of a little plnce where
ittle broiled sausages that they, are faint, but suddenly she stiffened job, while some of their fellow deep- - were rewarded for their exertion by
one could get a chop and a salad. He famous
for. You need something and sat up. "But what could I sea inhabitants are still struggling a stretch of iy2 miles of water. The
was hungry, and he turned hia steps
subEantial."
think? I couldn't believe things
by aid of enormous lenses to get a scenery was magnificent, but good
northward, anticipating the savory
She wouldn't have admitted to of my father.
glimpse of the almost sightless world water for canoeing was not reached
odors which would greet him when
him for a moment how hungry she
No." Then he was moved to around them. Many of these deep- - till they came to Burrier, 26 miles
he opened the door.
was and how restful it was to be say, "But you could believe things eea fishes and crustaceans have no above Nowra.
The journey was
But he was not destined to open made to do comfortable things.
rs
of me.
pvpa at. all ntbora have what then finished in one day. The
trace
of
that door for many days to come,
"I should probably have ordered
you know how a I were once eves converted into flat.
don't
trip,
"But
the
enjoyed
immensely
for as he turned the first corner some a cup of consomme, if you had left
woman feels? When a man has plate-lik- e
structures, the use of and described the shooting the rapone said breathlessly: "Can you tell
it to me," she told him, "but the asKea lor her love, ana sne nas said which is unknown
Gams
ids as a glorious sensation.
me
and stopped.
pancakes are a temptation."
no, and then, months after, when
was plentiful en route in the shape
Margrave uttered an exclamation.
There was no one in the long she, discovers her mistake, and tells
of wallabies, pigeons, fish and a few
NARROW ESCAPE
"When where?" was all he could room except themselves, a tired con
him, and receives no answer, how
Between
Badgery's
pheasants.
say.
can she help wondering if he feels
Crossing and Burrier the adventur"Let me go," said the girl, and
the tame and whether her confesists were completely cut off from civbegan to walk rapidly away from
sion has lowered her in his eyes?"
ilization.
him.
would have raised you to the
"It
Margrave followed her. "Catheheights, he said.
WOULD DIE AS MAN AND WIFE
rine," he cried, "let me speak to
They had eaten nothing. He urged
you !"
Pathetlo Culmination of Romance In
her to taste the food, to drink ber
She slowed her pace somewhat.
- Pennsylvania
Hoepltal for
coffee--- .
"You a're so pale,' sweet- Tuberculoid
"I don't know what you have to
heart."
say to me," she said, with a strange,
It was a supreme moment Amid
Without hope of recovery, both
Bdbdued note of fierceness, "but I
all these commonplaces they were
being
incurable victims of the 'white
suppose I shall have to hear you."
roaming in Love s land.
two patients in a sanatoriplague,'
Margrave was trying to think of
k
he
whis
you
home,
'Til take
um
at
Morton,
Pa., were married
some place that he could take her,
pered, "to your mother on the next
the other day. The romance,'' which
where she would not be subjected to
train."
terminated in the ceremony, when
criticism. The little cafe would not
It was an hour before they would
their cots were pulled close together
A taxicab
do, it was too Bohemian.
get the train, and their there was the
so that the dying man might place
whizzing by, with bags beside the
long walk in the darkness.
the ring on the finger of his dying
driver, gave him an idea.
"You see it was the only cheap
street
in
a
fiancee, began seven years ago, when
"We can have supper in the lunch
ever
Were
you
Helen
place we could find where we could
to all appearances a hale and hearty
at the railroad station," he
car
. room
accident?
be out of doors.
I could not put
was
said, "it's open' for belated travel
com
man, the bridegroom was ordered to
the
car
Harry
Yes;
tenement.
mother to a
Mount Airy.
era."
passengers
The physicians had
pletely
the
wrecked,
but
"In a week you shall be back in
the
"Which way ?" she gasped, and as
discovered
only
so
little germ in one
were
the
packed
that
that
your old home," he promised her. "I
'
which
he turned her face and pointed down
lung,
spread until both
had
outside
injured.
were
layers
have money enough and to spare,
lungs
now
gone. At
nearly
the golden-lighte- d
lane of a narrow
are
sweetheart.
fell
Mount
street, she said regretfully, "It was
he
Airy
met
in lovs
and
BABIE8.
CHINESE
At the door the mother met them.
healthy
with a
there I wanted to go. I was about
("EVaiiV
KrAn rrri f ma a a fa
rmm w
to ask you to tell me how to reach "You're Going to Have Pancakes and
e
girl, whp endeavored to nurse him
adon? their
Catherine said, as she kissed her.
.n.e8s
Maple 8yrup."
fami1
18
back to health. In nursiug him she
hfe
it, when I saw that it was you "
close.'
U.th
"And I am going to keep her safe
vf7 assist
' "But how do you happen to be ductor snatching a hasty bite, and a
members
She wilted
bring.
tuberculosis.
contracted
ein
pumerous
said the
for the rest of her lifbabies
out this time of night?" He had weary and bored waiter.
The
uuehei
faded
skeleton,
a
living
and
into
man. aa he ffrasned tha ninth. lDS "P
"Now tell me," Margrave insist rnnff
known her as the carefully chaper
are always in the arms or on the condition keeping pace with his. Foi
er"s hand
oned daughter of wealth. She had ed, "where you are living. If you
back of mother, sister, father or three years they have occupied adThe older woman smiled, not un
always seemed so safe in, the conven knew how I have searched for you."
but content in their ev brother; and as soon as they can joining cots, each endeavoring to
Her serious eyes were turned upon derstanding,
tional environment of her suburban
walk they toddle abeut with their cheer the other, and a few days ago,
ident happiness. Then she pointed
home
him. Here in the great gloomy half
their little bodies trussed up just after terrible coughing spells,,
elders,
to the east,.', "It's almost day," she
olothes and their yellow they decided to die as man and wife.
wadded
in
"I am out every night," she said lighted lunch room her beauty shone said, and they
turned to faca the , ,
. ,
.
bitterly. "I I do hair dressing, like a star. "I did not know you
to
wanted
When father died, and mother and
find me," she said.
WASN'T INTERESTED.
were left without anything,
"You must have known. Did
Until they are five or six years old
THE DI8H BREAKER.
While passing along Washington
thought I could earn money.And ever do anything to make you think
boys and girls are treated much
I tried to put my accomplishments 1, had changed ?"
First Cook I went to the voddy- - alike. They are always underfoot, street the other night Senator Edto use. I tried to write and to teach
"l"6u did a,. great many things,' ville show last night, an' there was swarming on the streets and in the ward J. Grainger of Winthrop was
music, and I found that there were she said, gra.vely."v "Don't let's talk a juggler there who broke at least cramped houses of the poor, play approached by a panhandler.
He wanted a quarter to get a
others who tould do it so much bet of it, Frank. I had my heart-brea- k
five shillings' worth iv dishes in tin ing soitly togetner in tne many
lodging and was promptlj
night's
ter. And I found, too, that there and I found that the friend 1 had minutes.
mansions
gar
roomed
and
sectional
was more money in artistic hair trusted was not true to me. Let'i
den courtyards of the rich. Their turned down.
Cook
(indignantly)
Second
"You don't want to see me walkdressing than in anything else, and live for the moment, and tomorrow Faith, I'd have walked out I It's a elders seem to enjoy having them
ing
the streets all night, do you?"
because
behold me I
they
partly
about,
perhaps
forget that we met"
bo
honiv
affairs whin an
fine shtate
She flung out her hands in a gesn'
"I 'shall do nothing of the sort," est,
cook lady can't are by instinct quieter than western he asked.
"I'm not going to," was the reply.
ture that brought back the memory he flaed. "What do you think
attind a theayther widout bein' children, having been trained for
bhvmy way home to get to bed
to
a
"I'm
code
of
reverence.
performof happier days.
am nade of, Kate?"
chaDe
bv
centuries
some
caricatured
now." .
"Most pf my work is uptown, and
"Of just what other men are erl" London Telegraph.
Century.

Epl

The Wonder

Dawn
Br

old-tim-

yoy-ageu-

cf'

.

i

ruddy-complexion-

.

hard-worki-

'

ft

BAD HAF
8LOW TO GIVE UP.
INCLUSIVE.
coal has been mined ever since. It
is eatimated that the coal measures
"Dibble is alwaj's ' jsectTn
"Doctor, did my brother kick
"So they're raising the hotel
In December, 1849. an old In- there still contain 1)344,000,000
c
up
smoking?"
friends."
giving
about
'
rates, are they?"
dian chief informed a Hudson's Bay tons of coal.
'
i
he wasn t any too en
"A
surgeon?"
and
,
"Yes,
so.
Even
seems
the
elevators
.
knew
he
"It
company blacksmith, that
giving
A cynic?r
up $5."
about
"No.
thusiastic
are going up."
IS DISAPPOINTING.
where there was black stuff such as
promise
a
GOOD REA80N.
Under
VISITING HIS CASTLES,
burning.
he was
IT8 SURE THING..
How
is
new
Smith
your
would
free
furnace
be
repaired
his
gun
that
Maud Was Jack on his knees
"Why did you call r
"Thero is one thing sure .about
of charge he returned neit April working these cold days?
?
to
book
you
he
proposed
'Cinders'?"
when
aviation."
give
,
coal.
He
as
Jones
doesn't
much
then
of
It
with hie canoe full
seemed
he
to
be
No,
I want to
"Because
Ethel
up
is
"What
it?"
to
where
who
hot
man
sold
to
as
party
the
air
it
prospecting
led a
I bubUc's cvs."
'
in the air.
"It makes the money fly,"
- ...
Nsnaimo, B. C.,(row stand, wlwre me.
INDIAN REVEALED WEALTH.
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PLOWS. ON DRY FARMS
..

Disk Found to Be

Preferable to

DRY

r'T"

FARM STOCK FATTENING

nilnDAMrrrn

J4

Monotony
and Unattractlvenesa Removed by Diversity Animals Are

Essential Factor.

TO DE PURE
ram
j
"at

4

the Moldboard.

So far, the live stock fattening
problem has been discussed only
from the viewpoint of the dry farms
Implement la Frequently Used for needs, but the question has also another side. Not only does the dry
Plowing Stubble Fields and Old
farm need live stock, but the products
Land Generally Deep Tilling
of dry farms are needed for live stock
Machine Introduced.
fattening. Many dry farming sections
are In close proximity to great ranch'
In tiu mid areas about the only kind ing
districts,, which raise stock but
of plow that is extensively used la cannot produce forage
to finish It for
the wold board, but in dry areas tbat market
dots not bold good. The disk plow
In the past it has been often neces
has a place In these and tbe same Is sary to transport range cattle great
true oi tbe
machine. Tbe distances to feeding districts. If the
moldboard plow is so well known and dry farms in the vicinity of these
also Us speciilc utes, that they need ranches could supply the necessary
not be dwelt upon at this time
products. It would simplify consider
The diBk plow consists of one or ably the problem of preparing for
more large disks set at an angle that market. This need of the products of
will turn over the furrow slice, but the dry farm Is especially true, since
less perfectly than the moldboard an Increasing proportion of the
plow.
It has been found prelerable word's production of grain will be
to the moldboard plow when under necessary for human consumption.
In
(1)
tbe following conditions:
Dry farms can be made more stable
heavy clay soils that are hard to plow financially and more certain of per
and that are more or less liable to be- manence by the use of stock, and the
come sticky. (2) In plowing land live stock fattening problem can be
baked so hard with tbe sun tbat It is simplified by dry farms. Let us now
difficult to keep tbe moldboard plow Inquire Into the effect of this combiIn the Boil. (3) In the first plowing nation on those who are to live on
of sage brush land when the brush these farms. The average dry farm
Is strong. (4) In plowing stony land of the past has not been the most inwhich could not be plowed with tbe viting place In the world to live.
moldboard plow without much diffiUnder these conditions, life is
culty. The disk plow is frequently bound to have much of monotony and
used when plowing Bttibble land and but little of the diversity and attractold land generally.
It Is lighter of iveness which a farm home should
draft than the mtldboard plow. It have. No great things can be expect;
does not bury grass or weeds so com- ed from a country life of this type. If
pletely as the latter.
the dry farm Is to be a desirable
Tho
macLIne is a plow place of residence, it must have intro
with two disks. The one in front duced in its life all the diversity pos
cuts down to a certain depth and sible. This diversity cannot well be
turns the soil. Tbe one in tbe rear had without live etock of some kind.
cuts down more deeply and turns Keeping in mind these various con
from a lower stratum, inverting it, siderations, It becomes evident that
in part at least, above the furrow the successful dry farm of the future
slice first Inverted. Among the ad- will be one in which the live stock
vantages of this plow are the follow- interests will be combined with crop
ing: (1) It is light of draft rela- production; and it seems probable
tively in proportion to the depth to that finishing for market will be one
which It will plow. (2) It may be of the phases of the live etock Indusused in plowing ground when It is bo try which will be most benefited by
dry that it could not-bplowed with the dry farm and from which the drj
the moldboard plow. (3) It makes it farm will profit most
possible to plow the soil to any reaPOWER HEAD FOR WINDMILl
sonable depth. (4) It aids materially in pulverizing the soil which it
plows.
One Invented by Montana Man Havg
The
ing Maximum Wind Pressure Surmachine is of too
recent Introduction to justify saying
face Regulated Automatically.
very much as to the exact place that
In decrtblng a windmill invented by
it will fill ' in the tillage of dry
areas. This much is certain, tbat it C. F. Craddlck of Butte, Mont., thu
will fill an Important place. The fact Scientific American says:
accompanying
The
illustration
that it will enable the farmer to go
down deeply into the soil without too shows a Bide elevation of a windmill
great an expenditure of power la a constructed and arranged in accordgreat consideration, as deep plowing ance with the present invention. The
principal objects in view in this case
in dry areas is generally
But the ability to plow deeply are: to provide a power head for a
even In dry areas brings along with windmill disposed and arranged as a
rotating memit the temptation to deepen the area aeries of turbine-shapthat is cultivated at too rapid a rate. bers; provides a power head havinu
Deep plowing should be cautiously a maximum wind pressure surface dedone. In some instances it does not posed in proper relation to the wind,
matter much how deeply the plow Is and having the maximum of exposed
eent down, even at first In other Instances, to go down into the soil and
bring much unreduced earth up to
the surface would greatly binder
growth. This plow renders excellent
.service in killing quack grass.
It
buries it bo deeply that it has but
small chance of coming up again, providing an occasional disking follows.
The only check on such deep plowing
when killing quack is the effect that
raw soil brought up from below .may
have upon production.
In humid
areas, where quack grass growa best,
this machine ought to have a wide
use for this purpose alone.
deep-tillin-

deep-tillin-

GIVING

NEEDED

but all white Is far less smart than a
fabric Introducing the gown color in
some manner, and as a stnndby one
bodice in a silk exactly matching the
suit would be invaluable. Thls comes
in very handy for rainy days and for
the moment when a white waist would
seem a little too commonplace, for
with a change of neck fixing the get-ucan be made far more dressy.
Among the smart wash shirtings
whose patterns match the colors of
the new suit materials are madraa
and cheviot, the browns, blues and
plum tones of the pin stripes, checks
and dots and diamonds showing up
very handsomely against the white
background. Shirts in these fabrics
are always laundered without Btarcti
and very often the neck finish is in
the form of a soft stock with ends
made for a
tie. Stiff linen
collars are likewise- worn with
shirts, and with silk and
flannel ones, but the woman who has
the beauty of her throat in mind prefers the more pliable stock of the
shirt material or of Irish lace, for although a lace neck fixing takes away
something of the distinction of a tailored waist the Irish stocks are much
worn.
For little extra occasions, when the
silk
tie seems scarcely
dressy enough, there are charming
butterfly bows In plain and
muslin and net, and girls who know
how to make their own little neck
fixings often turn these out from
bordered handkerchiefs
and make
them in a way so that they wash without hurt. The pretty little brooches
and bows with ends of satin flowers
are still gayer neck fixings, and, besides being in excellent taste for occasional wear, these are easily made
at home from any little fragment of
gay satin or ribbon.

COLOR

g

EFFECTIVE ' ADORNMENT
FOR
THE SIMPLE SHIRTWAIST. ,

p

Fabric That Introduces the Gown
Color Is Far Smarter Than the
All White Pretty Brooches
and Bows,
The illustration shows the fancy
version of the Peter Tan, the front
being cut in a novel way and the
pocket left off, and this model would
be most effective in a striped silk
matching the suit color.
As to shirtwaist colors, we will
not be able to escape all white, and

four-in-han- d

lace-edge-

'

NOVELTY FOR

Lift.
One of the big lifts on the farm la
the machine which elevates corn to
the crib. A wagon load dumped into
tbe box at one motion can 'be put into
tbe crib In less time than three men
can shovel it
Labor-Savin- g

fvP
Windmill.

surface when disposed In angular re
lation to the wind; and to provide
regulating means for automatically
varying the pressure under operative
conditions. .

Poison for Prairie Dogs.
The Colorado experiment station
has tried a number of methods of exterminating prairie dogs and ether
graln-eatlnpests and has found the
following dope the most satisfactory:
To sixteen quarts of corn and other
small grain add one ounce of strychnia sulphate, one teaspoon of sirup
and one quart of boiling water.
Stir the grain until all of It is
moistened and then distribute In the
places desired where poultry or oththe colt plenty of exercise dur
er stock canttot get at it. The same ingGive
cold
weather,
it will repay
bait Ib excellent for pocket gophers, you for kindness byandsteady
growth.
the grain being inserted In the runLack of attention to the teeth of the
ways.
horses often cause large holes to appear in the oat bin without visible
ouuh Land.
Sheep
return.
use sheep on wet
No n
A colt that is well summered and
ground grain fed before being weaned in th
for agriculture
Buffer little setback when It li
liaaaniefy by weaned.
Farmers with heavy steady work
of acres of now generally try to Been re draft)
that are lying horses even when farm work la th
V into a year-5- .
sole object
lined on It.
Watch the bowels of both mare ani
colt, and if there are any lndlcatloni
-- ut a grit box
of constipation give them mora auo
j lucumplete.
cutout twi.
g

4Mm

"""

VEILED .OVER

I

BLACK

TABLE

A well known hostess the other
night placed a number of rare Dresden china birds about her table, and
very quaint and pretty they looked,
affording her guests no little amusement. Not a flower was visible until
dessert, when the finger glasses were
brought In. Each finger glass was
trimmed with a single row, around
the edge, of flowers and the flowers
were different in each case yellow
jonquils in one finger glass, pink carnations In a second, gardenias in a
third, violets in a fourth, snowdrops
In a fifth and bo on.
It is now the mode, by the way, not
to set a handful of flowers in any
vase or bawl, or otherwise to fill one
up. The most popular arrangement is
to put flowers in singly all around the
edge of the vase or bowl.
I

ELABORATE

HAH DRESSING

Smart
Millinera Give
Distinctive
. Touch to Their Productions by
'
Simple Arrangement.
White mallne veiled with black mallne has lately been seen on many of
the creations of smart milliners, two
Immense outstanding loops of the material being an indispensable part of
the decorations oany hat on which it
appears. Rhinestones are frequently
used with It and are extremely effective with the sombre tone produced
by the black over white. One hat la
made entirely of the maline and Is
trimmed only with the two big loops
and a string of large rhlnestones
around tbe crown. Another mode Is
a tiny bowl of stretched black satin.
which Is wound about the edge with
folds of maline and adorned at the
back with the two big loops. The
folds that surround the hat are held at
two points by big rings of rhlnestones.
Brown maline over white Is bIbo Been,
having been used on one large hat
with a crown of dark brown velvet
and a brim of gold lace. Voluminous
twisted folds of the mallne encircle
the crown and two loops of proportions to suit thuse of the hat cast
their shadow over it.

Pretty Evening Scarfa.
bsolutely Inexpensive, yet pretty.
for summer evening wear use are
haped scarfs made from squares of
solor.ed silk mull. Hem the edges and
up each side of tho front In an Inch
and a hnlf wide hem, and above It put
e
strip of Valenciennes or
in
imitation cluny Insertion.
Use white
llk tasKels or knotted ends of ribbon
finished In smal ribbon Gown. .
Inch-wid-

C&SH PHIZES
GIVEN AWAY

TO THE BEST PLAYERS

AT

PYBfl
THE NEW FASCINATING

SOLITAIRE GAME

Pyramid can only be played with
Rayo Cards and the players sending in the

highest number of records of different combinations from which by successful manipulation the 8 color sequences have been worked
out In accordance wit h the rules and Instruo
lions, win receive $2000, divided as follows!

$ i ,uuu
$ BOO
$ 100

tor Tst highest number of records
"
" " "
for 2d
each for next 5 highest numbers

This money has been deposited with Ths

Columbia Trust Co., 185 Broadway, New York
to whom contestants must send their records.
Contest Is open till May 1st, WIS, allowing
ample time to become skillful at the game.
Each pack of Kayo Cards contains Instruc-

tions for playing Pyramid and tells how to
preserve records for Prize Contest.
Kayo Cards cost 60c. per pack and all order
enclosing money order for 60 cents will V
filled iu order of receipt.

RAYO CARD COMPANY
39 E. 42nd St., Naw Vark Citr

The Farmer's Sen's
Great Opportunity
' uj

Il'il,lf,t.i

wan iur iiiB oia Tartn to Df come
yourinnontanrer uppipnow
to
prepare mr yonj-ot- ir
"Haw
apnea.
tr
great
A
1
awaits you In
u. u
u , oas k aw ne wa a
or Alberta, where you
can BPcuru a KreeUoixie-Hieadorblaudaire-- o
nable prior.

mil

mm

aaaaai

i not a year from doit,
J when land will be blgh- er. The Drnflt Mon riut
J fnira the Bhnndant crops of
1 Wheat, Oat
Harley,
raining
2 as veil- as cHttl and
mil
a steady advance In
J cnnslngprice. GOTeminpnt reiurnr ahow
mat trie number or
In Western Canadasettlers
from

.

The Blocking at the Front of This
Waist Gives a Little Chance for
Extra Dressiness.
a fresh white waist certainly gives a
business woman a neat and smart
look when employed with her duties;
WHITE
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Quint Ornamentation Charming In Its
Simplicity Flowera Appear
With the Dessert.
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Fine climate, rimmI srhools,
excellent railway facilities,
low freight rates; wood, water and lumber easily obtained.
or pamphlet "Last Best West,"
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8npt of Immigration, 6ttwa.
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W.H.ROGERS
I2S W. Ninth St.. Kansas City. Mo.
Pleaae write to theagmitneareat you

Such la Life.
Dugan Oh, my, oh, my! Isn't Casey
ptu'n on g rand airs wid his new auty- mobile? An' over in the ould counthry
I dare say he went barefutted.
Ryan Faith, not be his own ac
counts. He says he had a turnout
over there thot atthracted great
Dugan Av coorse; an eviction
ways does.
f

al-

PTT.FS CX'Tt
IU 6 TO 14 DATS
VonrdriiKit'Kt will retund mone If PAZO OINT-t:NT fulls to cure any case of ltehina, MUitd.
fciuodin ur Pnrtruuiuii Jnlea ia a u U days. km.

Theory alone never
anything worth while.
.
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To

Kid-ney- s,

4tomai!h
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and Bowels, take Garfield
tuild berb laxative. All drujjgUts.

Talk to yourself If you want an
preciative audience.

ap-

LEWIS' Single Binder straight 6c cigar,
pay 10c tor cigars not so good.

lou
Charming Theater Coiffure of Pearls
Silver and Lace.

Borne of the charity that begins at
home Isn't up to the standard.

TWO WEEKS'

Summer Skirts.
Advance models in summer sklrti
TREflTOESlT AIID
are all slender, usually cut In two of
at the most four pieces, with one gore
FREE
overlapping another In an odd way
matter
what
your
disease.
00
If you suffer
and makiug the skirt Individual and
pretty. While most models are high from Rheumai ism, write. If you suffer from
waists, some very new skirts are high Kidney Trouble, write. No matter what
only across the back, with a belt from you suffer from, write to
the side seams across the front,
MUNYON'S DOCTORS
most admirable arrangement anS una 53d and
6ts., Philadelphia, pa.
sure to prove successful, for It Insurei
a perfect fit in
the front, whera
PEnriY
skirts sometimes stretch, while tnt
extension at the back prevents anj Offer Is Good for the Neat Thirty Days
possible mlBsIng of connections,
catastrophe
In th
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ua ur
CV?
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8YN0PSIS.
The story opens at Monte Curio with
a military free
lance and something of a gambler, In his
hotel. Leaning on the balcony he sees a
beautiful girl who suddenly enters the
elevator Bnd passes from sight. At the
gamin? table O'Rourke notice two men
watching him. One Is the Hon. Bertie
Glynn, while his companion I Viscount
TVa Trebes, a duelist. The viscount tells
him the French government has directed
him to O'Rourke aa a man who would
undertake a secret mission. At his apartment. O'Rourke. who had agreed to undertake the mission, finds a mysterious
letter. The viscount arrives, hands a
ealed package to O'Rourke, who Is not
to open It until on the ocean. A pair of
dainty slippers are seen protruding from
under a doorway curtain. The Irishman
finds the owner of the mysterious feet to
be his wife, Beatrix, from whom he had
run away a year previous. They are
reconciled, and opening the letter he finds
that a Rangoon law firm offers him
100.000 pounds for a Jewel, known as the
Pool of Flame and left to him by a dying friend, but now In keeping of one
named Chambret in Algeria.
Col. Terence O'Rourke,

.

CHAPTER IV.
-

(Continued.)

"That tbe man

will never consent
worthy tbe name. He

to weapons
values bis precious bide too highly,
and he's not going to put himself In
the way of being Injured when be has
the Pool of Flame to steal. Be easy
on that score, darling and have faith
In me a little. I'll not let him barm
me by so much as a scratch."
"Ah, but how can I telIT . . .
Dearest, my dearest, why not give It
up not the duel alone, hut all this lire
of roaming and adventure that keeps
us apart? Am I not worth a little
sacrifice? Is my love - not recompense enough for the loss of your absolute Independence? Listen, dear. I
have thought of something; 1 will
make you Independent, I will settle
upon you all that I possess.
"Faith, and I know ye don't for an
Instant think I'd dream of accepting

I"

.that!"

"But give it up. What is the world's
tsteem when you have me to love and
onor you? . . . Come to me,
I need you
I need you desperately. I need the protection of your
arm as well as your name. I need my
husband!"
"I will," he said gently; "sweetheart,
1
promise ye I will in ninety days.
Give me that respite, give me that
time In which to make or break my
fortunes. Give me a chance to take
the Pool of Flame to Rangoon nay,
meet me there In ninety days. I will
come to you as one who has the right
to claim his wife; but If I have lost,
still will I come to you, a broken man
but your faithful lover come to you
to be healed and comforted. . . .
Dear heart of me, give me this last
chance!"
With an eldritch shriek and a
mighty rushing wind the storm broke
over the mainland and a roaring rain
came down.
Impulsively the Irishman turned off
the lights, and, lifting bis wife In bis
arms bore her to an armchair by the
window.
The storm waned In fury, passed,
died In dull distant mutterlngs. Still
she rested In his embrace, her flushed
face, wet with tears, pillowed to his
cheek, her mouth seeking hla.
Vague murmurlngs sounded In the
stillness, sighs. . . .
Ter-rnc-

CHAPTER

V.

At five In the morning a heavy motor car of the most advanced type
stole In sinister silence out of, the
courtyard of the Hotel d'Orlent, at the
same sedate pace and with the same
surreptitious air skulked through the
town, and finally swung eastwards
upon the Route de la Cornlche, suddenly discarding all pretense of docility and swooping onward with a windy
roar, Its powerful motor purring like
some glgantlo tiger-cat- .
It carried four; at the wheel a goggled and ennuled operator In shapeless and hideous garments;
in the
tonneau Its owner, a middle-ageFrench manufacturer
with pouched
eyes, a liver, lank Jaws clean scraped,
and an expression of
devotion to duty; Captain von Einem In
uniform; and Colonel O'Rourke.
At tbe end of an hour's run, disturbed by one or two absurdly grave
conferences between the seconds, U:
high-minde- d

appropriate monotones, the mechanician put on the brakes and slowed
down the car, then deftly swung It
Into a narrow lane, a leafy tunnel
through which It crawled for a minute or two ere debouching Into a
broad and sunlit meadow, walled In by
woodland, conspicuously secluded.
To one side and at a little distance
a second motorcar stood at rest; Its
operatcr bad removed the hood and
was tinkering with the motor In a
most matter-of-fac- t
manner. In the
body of the machine Monsieur le
des Trebes, ostentatiously unaware of tbe advent of the second
party, sat twisting rapier-pointto bis
moustaches and concentrating
his
gaze on Infinity. O'Rourke observed
with malicious delight the nose of tbe
duelist, much Inflamed.
Advancing from his antagonist's position three preternaturally
serious
gentlemen of France in black frock
coats and straight-brimmesilk hats
waded ankle deep In dripping grass to
meet O'Rourke's representatives.
Tbe two parties met, saluted one another with Immense reserve, and retired to a suitable distance to confer; something which they did wordily, with enthusiasm and many picturesque gestures. At first strangely
amicable, the proceedings soon struck
a snag. A serious difference of opinion arose. O'Rourke divined that the
conference had gone into executive
session upon the question of weapons
He .treated himself to a secret grin,
having anticipated this trouble.
The choice of weapons being bis,
aa tbe challenged, he bad modestly selected revolvers and had brought with
him a brace of Webleys, burly pieces
of pocket ordnance with short barrels
and cylinders chambered to hold half
a dozen .45 cartridges. They were not
pretty, for they had seen service In
their owner's bands for a number of
years, but they were undeniably built
for business. And at sight of them
the friends of the vlcomte recoiled In
horror.
Eventually a compromise was arrived at Monsieur Jullllard stepped
back, saluted, and with Von Elnem returned to his principal, his face a
As for himmask of disappointment
self, he told O'Rourke, he was desolated, but the seconds of Monsieur des
Trebes had positively refused to consent to turning a meeting of honor
Into a massacre. They proposed to
substitute regulation French dueling
pistols as sanctioned by the Code.
Such as that which Monsieur le Col
onel O'Rourke might observe In Mon
sieur Jullllard's hand.
O'Rourke blinked .and sniffed at It.
Sure," he contended, " 'tis a magnify
ing glass I need to make it visible to
me undressed eye.
What the dlvvle
doea It carry a dried pea? What
d'they think we're here for, If not to
slay one another with due ceremony?
Ask them that. Am I to salve tbe
vlcomte's wounded honor by smiting
him with a spltball? I grant ye, 'tis
magnificent, but 'tis not a pistol."
Grumbling, he allowed himself to
be persuaded. As be bad foreseen and
prophesied, so had It come to pass.
Yet he had to grumble, partly because
he was the O'Rourke, partly for ef-

fect
None the less, he consented, and In
the highest spirits left the car and
plowed through the lush wet grass
to the spot selected for the encounter,
In the shadow of the trees near tbe
eastern border of the meadow. Here,
tbe seconds having tossed for sides,
he took a stand at one end of a sixty-foo- t
stretch and, still Indecorously
amused, received a loaded pistol from
Von Einem.
Des Trebes confronted him, white
rage,
regretting
with
already
(O'Rourke made no doubt) that be had
not accepted tbe Webleys. The Irishman's open contempt maddened the
man.
The seconds retired to a perfectly
safe distance, Von Elnem holding the
watch, one of Des Trebes' seconds a
handkerchief.
The chauffeurs threw
away their cigarettes and sat up, for
the first time roused out of their professional air of blase Indifference.
"One." cried the German clearly.
Des Trebes raised his arm and leveled his pistol at O'Rourke's head. A
faint flush colored his face, but his
eye was cold and hard behind the
sight and the band tbat held the
weapon was as steady as if supported
by an invisible rest
"Two," said Von Einem.
O'Rourke measured the distance
with his eye and raised his arm from
the elbow only, holding the pistol with
a loose grip.
"Three," said Von Elnem.
Tbe handkerchief fell.
The Irishman fired without moving.
Des Trebes' weapon was discharged
almost simultaneously, but with a ruined aim; Its bullet went nowhere In
particular.
The Frenchman dropped
the weapon and, wincing, examined solicitously a knuckle from which
O'Rourke's shot had struck a tiny particle of skin. His seconds rushed to
him with cries, preceded by the surgeon with bandages. O'Rourke gracefully surrendered his artillery to Jull-larlaughed at the vlcomte again,
and strolled back to the motor-car- .
Juillatd and Von Elnem presently
joined him, the former Insistently anxious to have O'Rourke descend and
-

clasp the hand of fraternal friendship
with the vlcomte. But the Irishman
refused.
"Faith, no!" be laughed. "Nlverl
I'm too timorous a man to dare It
Sure and hasn't he' hugged both his
seconls and tbe surgeon, too, already?
For me own part I've no mind to be
kissed. Let's hurry away before he
celebrates further by Imprinting a
chaste salute upon the cheek of our
chauffeur. . . , Besides, I've a train
to catch."
CHAPTER VI.
Events marched to schedule; what
O'Rourke planned came serenely to
pass. He experienced a day as replete with emotions as the night that
preceded It and more marked by activity. Nothing hindering, he left the
battle-scarreVlcomte des Trebes
upon the field of honor at half-pas- t
he settled himsix; at seven forty-fivself in a coach of the Cote d'Azur
Rapide, en route for Marseilles a
happy man, for he was alone. . . .
At a quarter to one in the afternoon
of the same day be boarded the little
steamer
Tabarka of the Mediterranean ferry service; and half an hour
of Its
later stood by the after-rai- l
promenade deck, watching the distances widen between him and all that
be held beloved.
.
"In ninety days, dear boy," she had
said. . . . "Ah, Terence, Terence,
1"
if you should fail me
"I shall not falL . . . Rangoon
In ninety days' Dear heart, I will be
there.
As If to feed the hunger of his
heart he strained his vision to see
the last of the land that held ber.
At length It disappeared, and then for
the first time he consciously moved
drew a band across bis eyes, sighed
and turned away.
Picking his way through the cosmopolitan throng of passengers, be
went below, found his stateroom, and
subsided Into the berth for a sorely-needenap; Instead of Indulging In
which, however, he lay ntarlng wide-eye- d
at bis problem. He had much to
accomplish, much to guard against
Des Trebes bulked large in the background of perils he must anticipate;
O'Rourke was by no means disposed
to flatter himself that he had scotched
the schemes of the vlcomte.
He made his second public appearance on the Tabarka at the hour of
sunset; and In the act of making It,
turned a corner and ran plump Into
the arms of a young person In tweeds
and a steamer cap a stoutlsh young
Englishman with a vivid complexion
and a bulldog pipe, nervousness tem
pering bis native
Insolence, the blank vacuity of his eyes
hopelessly betraying the caliber of his
e

...
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home-brewe-

intellect

sudden gust of anger swept
O'Rourke off his figurative feet He
stopped short, blocking the gangway
ana me young man s progress. So this
was what had. been set to spy upon
nimi
"Good evening to ye," be said coldly, fixing the Honorable Mr. Glynn
with an Interrogative eye that served
to deepen his embarrassment and consternation. "I trust I didn't hurt ye,
Mr. Glynn."
"Oh, no not at all," stammered the
Englishman. "Not in the least No.1
He
looked right
and
left of
O'Rourke for a way round him, found
himself with no choice but to retreat.
and lost his presence of mind com
pletely. "I I say," he continued des
perately, "I say, have you a match?"
"Possibly,"
conceded
O'Rourke
"But I've yet to meet him. Of this
ye may feci sure, however: If I have,
tls neither yourself nor Des Trebes,
Now run along and figure It out for
yourself what I'm meaning. Good
night- He brushed past the man, leaving
him astare In sudden pallor, and went
his way, more than a little disgusted
with himself for his lack of discre
tion. As matters turned out, however,
he had little to reproach himself with;
for his outbreak served to keep young
Glynn at a respectful
distance
throughout the remainder of the voy
age. They met but once more, and
on that occasion the Englishman be
baved himself admirably according to
the tenets of his caste met O'Rourke's
challenging gaze without a flicker of
re ognltlon, looked him up and down
calmly with tbe deadly ennuled air
peculiar to the underdone' British
youth of family and social position,
and wandered calmly away.
O'Rourke watched blra out of sight
a smile of appreciation curving his
lips and tempering the perturbed and
dangerous light In his eyes. "There's
stuff In the lad, after all," he con
ceded without a grudge, "If he can
carry a situation off like that
I'm
doubting not at all that something
might be whipped out of him, If be
weren't what he's made himself a
slave to whisky."
For all of which appreciation, how
ever, be soon wearied of Mr. Glynn.
During the first day ashore It was uot
so bad; there was something amusing
in being so openly dogged by a welt
set-uyoung Englishman who bad
quite ceased to disguise his Interest
But after that bis shadowy surveillance
proved somewhat distracting to, a man
busy with Important affairs. And to
A

p

ward evening of the second day
O'Rourke lost patience.
All day long In the sun, without
respite be had knocked about from pillar to poBt of Algiers, seeking news of
Chambret; and not until the eleventh
hour had he secured tbe Information
he needed. Then, hurrying back to
his hotel, he made arrangements to
have his luggage cared for during an
absence of Indeterminate
duration.
hastily crammed a few Indlspensables
Into a kit box, and having dispatched
that to the railway terminal, sought
tbe restaurant for an early meal.
In the act of consuming bis soup he
became aware that tbe Honorable
Bertie, In a dinner coat and a state of
fidgets, had wandered down the outer
corridor, passed at the restaurant door
and espied bis quarry. The fact tbat
O'Rourke was dining with one eye
d
on the clock and in a
suit of drill, was enough to
dlstut b seriously the poise of the Englishman.
Exasperation stirred I.. O'Rourke.
He eyed the young man rather morosely throughout tbe balance of bis meal,
a purpose forming In bis mind and
attaining the stature of a definite plan
of actlou without opposition from the
dictates of prudence. And at length
swallowing bis coffee and feeing his
servitor, he rose, crossed the room
with a firm tread, and came to a full
stop at the Honorable Mr. Glynn's tadust-proo-

dust-colore-

ble.

Momentarily he held bis tongue,
staring down-athe young man while
drumming on the marble with tbe fingers of one hand. Then Glynn, glancing up In a state of somewhat
inquiry which strove vainly
to seem Insouciant, met the level
stare of the adventurer and noticed
the tense lines of his lips.
"I I say," he floundered, "what's
the matter with you, anyway? Can't
you leave me a lone?"
"I've been thinking," said O'Rourke
crisply, disregarding the other's remark entirely, "that It might be of Interest to ye to save ye a bit of bother-atlo- n
to know that I'm going up to
Biskra by tonight's train. It leaves In
ten minutes, so I'll have to forego tbe
pleasure of your society on the trip."
Glynn got a grip on himself and
pulled together the elements of his
manhood. lie managed to infuse blank
Insolence into his stare, and said
"Ow?" with that singularly maddening
inflection of which the Englishman
alone Is master; as who should say;
"Why the dooce d'you annoy me with
your bally plans?"
"Don't believe I know you, do I?"
he drawled.
"I don't believe ye do, me lad."
The Irishman, thoroughly fagged
but complacent In the knowledge tbat
he had left botb vlcomte and honorable a day behind him, kept hlmBelf
from bed by main
for half
the night, while be made the rounds
of cafes and dance halls, In search of
a trustworthy and competent guide
no easy thing to find.
"Can't say I wish to very badly,
either."
"I believe that," O'Rourke chuckled
grimly.
The meaning In his tone Bent the
blood Into th young man's face, a
t

panio-strlcke-

will-powe- r

fiery flood of reseiitrneTit.
"Oh, I'm not afraid of you, y'knctv,"
he said, bristling. "Of course you're

and we know where It Is. You're only
taking needless trouble by Interfere
lng."
Truth was speaking from the bottom
of the absinthe tumbler. O'Rourke's
brows went up and be whistled noiselessly, for he realized that at least
Glynn believed what he was admitting. "So that's the way of it eh?
I admire your candor, me boy; but b
careful and not go too far with It
'Twill likely prove disastrous to ye,
But tit
I'm fearing.
ye've made me a handsome present
according to your lights, of what ye
most aptly term a fool's advice, and
'tis meself who'll not be outdone at
that game. For yourself, tben, take
warning from the experience of one
who's seen a bit more of this side of
the earth than most men have, and
don't lot Des Trebes know ye've
talked so freely. He's a
. . .
sort and
But I'm obliged to
ye and I bid ye a good evening."

...

for-ta- t;

CHAPTER VII.
South of Biskra there Is slwayi
trouble to be had for the seeking;
south of Brlska there is never pea-cepren-nlallA guerilla warfare Is waged
between the lords of the desert,
the Touaregg on the one hand, and
tbe advance agents of civilization, as
personified by the reckless French
Condemned Corps and the Foreign Legion on tbe other.
Year after year
military expeditions set out from the
oasis of Biskra to penetrate the wilderness, either by caravan route to
Tlmbuctoo or along the proposed
Railway
route of the
to Lake Tchad; and their lines of
march are traced In red upon the
land.
Toward this debatable land O'Rourke
set his face with a will, gladly; for
be loved It He had fought over it
of old; In his memory Its sands were
sanctified with the blood of comrades,
men by whose side he bad been proud
to fight, men of his own stamp whose
friendship he had been proud to own.
Mentally serene, If physically the reverse of comfortable, O'Rourke dozed
twelve
through the Interminable
hours of the journey to
arriving at which place after eight the
following morning, he transferred him(for now he
self and his band-bagwas traveling light) to the connecting
train on the Biskra branch. The latter, scheduled to reach the oasis at
y
In the afternoon, loafed
up the line, arriving at the term-tnu- s
after dark.
The French force by then was three
days out from the oasis, and no doubt
since It was technically a "flying column," calculated to move briskly from
point to point In Imitation of Touaregg tactics, hourly putting, a greater
distance between Itself and its starting point Moreover, the pursuit contemplated by the adventurer was one
attended by no Inconsiderable perils.
By dint of Indomitable persistence,
and such inunflagging
fluence aB he could bring personally
to bear upon the authorities, O'Rourke
got what he desired a competent
guide and two racing camels, or
with a pack animal that would
serve thsir purpose.
.
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Men Whc Do Women's Work.
Among some of the American Indian tribes of the southwestern United
States, says a writer In the Wide
World Magazine, there is a curious
custom of men occasionally assuming
tbe work of women as a life occupation. This, when it occurs, Is voluntarily undertaken, and seems to be
due to a preference for feminine labors, the man sinking his Identity as
far as possible by assuming woman's
garb. Pueblo Indians of Zunl, New
Mexico, do their share of the regulation woman's work In the household
of which they happen to be members
grinding corn, making bread, carrying water, etc. and seem thoroughly
respected. One would be quite deceived by their costumes into supposing them to be women, did not
voices betray their
their deep-tonemasculinity.

Coroner's Inquest Over Coins.
short time ago 150 gold coins, dat
ing from the period of tbe Roman ocfound In a
So This Was What Had Been Set to cupation of Britain, were
bronze jar about one foot below the
Spy Upon Him.
surface of the ground three miles
not going to Biskra, or you wouldn't from Hexham, England, ou the Bite
I
you
do, shall make of tbe ancient Roman city of Corstop-ltutell me so. But If
It my business to find out and follow
Des
by the next
train bringing
A coroner's Inquest has been held
Trebes with me."
to determine their ownership.
The
"Oh, will ye so? Ye mean to warn to whether tbe coins were treasure
In
Algeria, too?"
me he's
jury, however, was unable to agree as
"Ills boat's due now; I'm expecting trove or not the contention of the
him at any moment. If you wish to owner of the land being that the coins
know." O'Rourke's smiling contempt had been left on an ancient highway
was angering the young man and ren- and abandoned during a raid by the
dering hlra reckless. "You'll be glad Caledonians against tbe Romans. Tbe
to know you've made a dem' ass of coroner therefore agreed to keep tbe
yourself if you really are going to coins for a week to see If some arrangement could be made with the
Biskra."
treasury as to their disposal.
"Praise from Sir Hubert "
"Oh, .don't you think I mind giving
you a twelve-houAt a Disadvantage.
start; you won't
re
"I supposeyou will miss your boy
gain anything by It. Y'see I
you're going, and I know It's while he it at college."
"Yep," eplled Farmer Corutossel.
not there. If you'll take a fool's advice, you'll turn back now. You'll "1 dunnwbat I will do without him.
auyway. I He goOtbe live stock so they wouldn't
come back empty-handedon't mind telling you tbat we mean moveunless be give 'em the college
to bave tbat ruby, Des Trebes and 1, cell,' an' I can't remember it
A
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TBUCATIOX.

on Cnnl Land.
Department of the Interior, I
S.
Frriiil No.oaifil.
Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.
Ind
Department
of the Interior, U. S.
March 19, 1912.
Lund Office nt Tort Sumner. N. M.
Notice is hereby Riven trot Co'uru-bu- s
S.
Mnrcli !3'
G. Stroud, of Olive, N. M., who, or
Is hereby lilven Hint William H. Smith
Jan. 28, 1907, made Homestead Entry ofNotice
ho, on January
New Meii o.
Serial 0392C Lots 1 and 2, EV6 NWVi, IVX.T,Ker.r.a.
niorte Iloniesteart I'.'ntry 'o. fSasl. for
and on May 20, 1909, made Fcria
06475 for the NE, Section ?1, Ttmn-Bhl- Sit fcW H; h k t IH inlSt)4NW!i Sec.
4 South, Range 2S Faut,, N. "M. f3, TuwnslnpR South. Hunt'e 30 East N. M.
V. Meridian, has filed notlca cf inten- P. M., has filed notice of intention to make
Proof to es.aMish cluim to l!;e
tion to make Five-YeProof, to Irtnul Five year
above described, bef.irw W: 'l t:o w Hill
establish claim to to the land above land
described, before W. T. Cowgill, U. S: U.S. ComnilKXldiici' In hlH:Ttce ill Keiina, New
Commissioner, in his office at Kena Mexico, on the Ir; day of .V'.iy, I.H2.
Claimant hanies as witnesses:
New Mexico, on the 11th day of May,

'"Fiji IT

.TfP7iWf?

ATIOX.
NOTICE FOK
Nn ntjhlliil.d

.SI

!"i

M

Trust- Co.

&

J

1

:

The Kenna Bank

RIHK

for the Panhandle Stesm

t

M

five-yea-

OC473 KWB.

i

Nt'liTH

k

Laundry, of Amerlllo, Texaj
Phen'.
No

ri

The depositors in this Bank are
secured by the laws of this Territory
to the extent of $30,000.00.
Our officers are bonded and we
carry burglary Insurance. livery
safeguard of modern Banking pro
tccis you. Come ' in and see us.

fore

"Son Coal Land.
lUli'l
Department cit the Interior, U. S.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Lnd Office at Fort Sumner, N. M., ,aml oniee nl Port Sumner, N. M.,
Hi"
March 19. 1912.
Mnrcli 13. I!)I2.
Notice is hereby given that Enos M.
Is
Murrey.
hereby
Notice
it'ven that Hiarn P
IoA.nley, of Liston, New Mexico, ,whc of Kenna, NeiV Mexleoi who, bh Januarj
tin Feb. 23, 1907, ma.-lHomestead 5, 1007, made holM?sr"fiirt entry. Serial No
Entry, No. 03998, for Lots 2 and 3, n.i, f Ihtt tS RBM: NSXSB' and SKW
Sec. 18, 4 S., R. 29 R, and E
SEM NK'i, Section ;tt. Township .Vsouth, Itanire
mil
Section 13, Township 4 South, Range
Principal Meridian
New Mexico
28 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nun lllert notice of intention to moke Final
notice of intention to wake Five-Yer
Proof, to etnbl;h. claim to the
Proof, to establish claim to the land land abovn dfMr'bi'A, before W. T. Cowitill,
above described, before W. T. Cow-Kil- l, fj. S. O'MVUii'iHsloner, in hia ofllee nt Kcnnn. 14
U. S. Commissioner, in tis office, KPfc Mexico, on the 1st Any of May, 1913.
at Kenna, New Mexico, on the 13t'.
Claimant names as witnesses:
day of May, 1912.
Williiim H. Smith
Itobert I,. Uolierson,
Claimant names ns wltcesse.':
John Schirck, Jamoa A. Harris, Ed Joe U. Kvana Bnl W'lllinra II. Coi V r,
S. Diiison, Oscar Hew-t- t,
all of Olive, nil of Kenna. New Mexico. R. CCllltKOi
AuTiltiil
N. M.
Register.
ARTHUR E. Cl'RREN,
Mnrcli 11 - A nr. 50
Register.

"NOTICE FOK

Agci

M

A.

OF KENNA; Ni

NOTICE FOK PI HL1CATI0!.
Serinl No. tttKl. Nun Coal Land.
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MeniScn this Paper.
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Elntil P. Murrey,

Claimant names as witnesses

.

Joe

i

John F. Bynum, Henry T. Jcnc
John N. Neely, of Olive, N. M Jasor.
T. Gandy, of Kanna. N. M.
'
- ARTHUR E. CURR3N,
..
Register

H.

Evans,

Robert L. Hoberson,
and William H. Cooper.

ij

.

.

its-"- "

.

.,

WANTED Good Hcvsekei pinc: Mao
azine requires the services of ft represent
Department of the Interior, IT. S ative is Kennn, Nrvv
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M. after subscription renewalsMeicot to look
and to extend
March 19, 1912.
Nudee is hereby given that John F circulation by" special methods which have
ll.vn.um, of Olive, N. M. who on
Salary and
proved uiuiMiully Micccssful.
2S, 1907, made Homestead Entry No.
ucstre- Previous
experience
commission.
03S2'., for. Lota 3 and 4V andEU BW4
Whole time or
Heel ion 20, Township 4 VSoulh, Range ible but not essential.
28 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has fle;
pare time. Address with reference, J F.
notice cf intention to mats Five-Te- a
Fairbanks,
.av'tt'.e.
Proof, to establish claim t the land
City.
above described, before W. NT. Cow 181 Fourth ve.,
Kill, V. K. Commissioner, in his office
t Ktmia, Now Mexico, on U) JVTh
0TirE K0K ITiJLICATKiX.
lay of May, 1912.
I Serial
Ncs. 01127. 020217.
CTlaimant naiiuxr
wltnefiRes- unnw1r
T Department cf the Interior, U. S.,
cMn...i
n' ni .i .....
Land Oitue at Ros.vell, New Mex.Tones, John L. Neely, all of Olive, N.
ico, March 21, 1912.
M., Jason T. Candy, of Kenna, N. M.
Notice is hereby given t V'iiiiair.
ARTHUR E. CURREN,
Register R. HavinB, of Boaz, N. M., who, on
Oct. 4, lyOG, made Homestead Entry,
Serial No. 011257, for EWV4 Pec. IS,
SOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and on Oct. SO, 1909, made add. Entry
014S3 KW1S.
Serial No. 020217, for NVVVi Section
on Coal Land.
Department of the Interior, IT. S 15, Township 7 S., Ranf?e 29 E., N. M.
notice of intenLand Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.( P. Meridian lias filed Five-YeProof,
tion to make Final
March 19, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Pete T to establish claim to the land above
Simpson, of Kenna, New Mexico, whe described, before V. T. Cowitill, V. S.
on AuRtist 9, 19UC, male Honiestea' Commissioner, in his office nt Kenna,
FIntry No. 014ij:t, for Northwest quar X. M., 911 the 7th day of May, 1912.
ter (NWy4), Section 21, Township f Claimant names as witnesses:
Marion O. Mills, V.illiam Horner,
South, Range 30 East, N. M. P. Mori
lian, has filed notice of intention to Lee Murphy, Pcnnlc W. Newlln, all
Proof, to establish of Boaz N. M.
make Five-YeT.- - C. TILLOTEON,
claim to the land above described, be
ReBister.
fore W. T. Cowgill, U. S. Coininis
Hioner, in his office at Keuna, New
Mexico on the TUlh day of iluy, 1!)12.
Claimant names as witnesses:
LICATIOX.
0TI( K FOR
William II. Cooper, John (1. Keller
Serial No. 0 :V, 10
Henry C. Burroughs, Charles M. Bar
ber, all of Kenna, N. M.
Department of the Interior, V. S.
ARTHUR E. CUFR'.CN,
Office at Rosv.ell, N. M.
03925 KWR.
Hon t'oal Luntl.
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since 1840.
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'adti$3, Punks, all klnds'of Vulcanized Jrcn and
Repairing
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The Feptrmber

and Promptly Bene
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Save Koney and Keep ia
Style ty Reacting McCall'i
rdasazine and Usinj McCall Patterns
McC.U'i

March

0. It)

Notice is hereby if'ven tbt To'livcr
N'airaniore. of Kenna. New MeTieo. who, on
rveccn'bfr It, '!H". nmrie lionnsiead entv.
for EiikI ' wnithn est H Se.
Serial No.
Departtu.int
U Se.ntlon 2ii.
IT; anil enst H of tfit- - nortb-ifesN
Lund Office at Fort Simmer,
enst. N. M. V.
Ton nsiiip soiitli. :iu i:m
19,
1912.
M, March
Meridian, him nolleo of intertion to ira:e
Notice is hereby given that Ernest Kiiml Klve year l'roof. to -- sliil
r"a:m t.
.
Paddock, of Kenna. New Mexico, who the land ahove dewirilied. ' "foie W. T.
190G,
22,
Sept.
on
made Hoiuesietd
IT. S. 'ConiuiiHlonnr. ii his olllce, at Ken
Entry No. 012:11, for Southeast quar no. New Mexico, on thi Mi h day of May, 101 J
(1

XOTICE

FOR PiT.I.ICATIOX.
01231 KWE
ou Coiil Land.
of the interior, U.

ar

eialmn.it raines rs .vltnrstvea:
Ceorre T. Littlefiel.!,

C
T

er

Kartamore, Jas-oII.
Candy, all of Krnno,
ARTHLR

lus-J-

M.

iJ.

Cl'Ur.KN.
Ite?iste
i

I'l'IiLICATIO.V.

.

.;it;cl

psi;:

rniLirArioN.

Serii'i No. !.)o:::l.
D"part-;:-'r-

cf the Interior,

t

T.nr.d Office

Mnrcli II. 19U.

V.

3.

at Hoswidl, New Mexico,

Notice is here'.iv elven thnt

FeV.ruary to. it':-?- .
C.'HAIII.U-- : A. llnv'i'WAN, ,,f Hoaz. N. M.
No; ice is :.urol.y piven that
1. S.i.iUi
t
Kin), en S.epieiiibee I.', ttiltt, iiiaile llon.oslend
ii n, ul.e, vn A'.::ru.si x'
of Kerr.i:,
,
13,
t)fi:i'-SSuction
for XWli
F.:itrv Serial No.
.
N. M.- 1. M., bus !X, n:iilc Irmiesieiiil entry, Serial N'o.Uln'il
TownKhlp
Kanno
Ci.m
)imane
to
tiled notice of intention
for the SotiibwfMl H Se.etioi. II, TownMwp 0
row-fri'lmutntlon Proof to e'ilublib elaiin to the l.md a
h. Hun ir' M ens. NT. M. IV Merlt'.imi. hu
U'-ely-.
S.
L'.
1'.
dchcrpied.
H.
before
above
( n.ut iivc- (.'oniniissiouer, at hls'olitee In I'lkins. VN, M., lllcd notice of luteniion to nml.e
cs:
e lard n
ai.Jis'i
to
I'i
car
to
1DIS.
ti
'.of.
eiini
S.'ithtlay
Alii!,
on
of
the
Claimant names as witaossos:
I
as
'cseri).ed,
W.
witnesses:
T.
bove
U. S.
names
efore
t'owill,
Claimant
i A. I'ry.
Wilil
Ernest
A.
Klintiions.
Johi
Ueaan,
Tibiinn
t'meiri-'hir.ei- ',
William V. Mniiltfi.
in l.i.s i ttlce at Kenna, Nevv
I'a ldock and John K I'razier, :1 cf Kenna,
William Horner, unci I.c It. H.iberts'in,
New Mexico.
Mexici, on l!:e ?nd Cny ef Ain il 101.
I 1'J
iX-'- i
il'.l of Hon, N, M,
T. C. TILLOTSON.

it:.

trr (SE',4) Section 2, Township
South, Range 29 East, N. M. P. Meri
ditin, has filed police of in;e:ulon to
Proof, to establish
make hive-Yeclaim to the land above dcFct ib?d, be
fore W. T. Cowk'II, U. !.!. f'ouimis
Bioner, In his ofi'icL at Kenna, New
Mexico, !i the lOI'i Auy ft May, 1912

FOIE

St'iial No. iiai'Scl
Dnpaitmer.t of the Interior, V. S.
Land Cilice at Rowell, N. M

ol

Clalniant ttitmes as witnesses:
raiiil ('. b'n;;'e;.-- j,.i;ri

Register.
April

Few of Unmixed Descent,
of the population cf
this country Is of unmixed descent.
Only

Jnc

I1.

one-tent-

Truth Eternal.
Truth, like cork, will be uppermost
at one time or anolhe,r, though i(Cpt
down in the water. Isae Tsylor.

Jul::'
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.lilr's.ill

AM cti.. ti.J (,f A'eii!

T. c.

!Ly)Tno:r,
Ri fi.:!i:r.
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M.s.iln.will

you dre.i s'yl-l.!il- y
ut a niortenilo
exticnso by keeping
you posted on llio
lt.iest fashions in
clnilies unci hats. 00
New Fi;bion Designs
In eaeU Issue. Alo
vMui'.blo
lufurmaiion
on nil Inane sud
Only
niaiiers.
Wc a y!nr. Ineludlns
h frco piilleril.
hel

KOTICK

containi

In addition to lie above, The Pacific
Monthly each month publishes a Inrge number rf clean, v. hob some, readable storiei
and btronp: independent article on tne ques-tioof the day.
I'lie price of Tlie Pacific Monthly ii
$1.50 a year. To introduce it to new
readers, it wiil be sent for six months (or
50 if this paper is mentioned.
Pacific Monthly, Portland,
Address:
Oregon.

rri

Register

innnber

(Jiu lOork.

jfimmaits Bros.

ar

-

inter-est'ni-

hest award at every
World's Fair or Expocitloa

-
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.(j Walnuts, Success with Fodder Crops:
These articles are written by experts, and
f;.
:ire not only nutlioritulivx, but very

Medal
Line"

ffhe Vienna

ar

Scb, I'inln. wtx 41
.J
STftKFT

an article on srecess with ' berries.
The
October number hud a beautifully illustrat-e- d
article on.Stircess in Grow iji"" ATiles
Other articles shortly, to 4'e published are
Succs.jitlv"i.ivc Stock, Success in Grow-- i

Tt,

Equal Distribution ol

.

r.f

BUftK-l-

is pub'iiliinfr a. series of splendid
vrtk !rs client the various i: durtiies in the
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across the niouldtjoara a tmra me way duck irom 1110 noun. 1 no
m m
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sou
penetrate
pari
10
o&bicii
plow
enaotes
tnem
bottoms
of John Ueore
01 the bottom where the friction is heaviest.
Writrtnrrall on 111 We want to tell vou about the other exclusive
patented improvements on the Now Deere Sulky end Gang Bimh as Ad- -

Jr

tl'?

THIi PACIFIC VON.TlUV
SPECIAL R ATFS ()X T1UC I .'FADING
MAGAZINE OF THE YVFST
The Pacific fvfonthly of p o e t a n d,

m,

NOTICE FOR rrilLICATIO".

ft'.Kmi

,c5r Salky and Gaug

Built UDon rractlrally the snrna lines
trith that undisputed sign of superiority the
John Deere Trad a Mark. '
en Iky and eaiin fitted with a powerfnl
' foot-lif- both
'
'
t.
works eo easy that
This special foot-lianyone can raise or lower the plows with ease.
!
y
uu
nun.
n
nn
iuwi,
na
i
muiu
anxiiiui
univi
l tie fctr.c
like, and BtilT control the plow purfentlv. The lever In within easy rearh of your hand
lime; the liftiiie iflverage found on any other gang.
and it has wonderful lifting power-li- ve
A email boy easily lifts the plows weichted dowu.by futiows while at a standstill.

ffj

Register.
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The New Deere
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all of Kenna. New Mexico.
AUTHL'K E. CURUEN.
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Whlskert.
"Although you have refused to
lay wife, don't you think you
learn to leve." ''Well, I mi- -'
once learned to like spinach."- - '

1

f"ii

P.ulletln.

Local and personal.
C!

i

l

IM '

1

A

KN

fir: NTKM

KXT.

Preaching at the White

Cnap-(-

1

Imuvi every Pod and
4th Sunday. Ever) body cord
inlly invited to attend.
Elder VV. II. Wood.'
school

Onion

bKts-se-

ed

pota;

TOES.
(Irish and Sweet.)

Our stock is irj ean fill your
' '
orders promptly.
Avkug about Swift's Ferti-

lizer.

KOSWELL SEED CO.,
Uoswell, N. M.

WILSON ORH
SHOT TO DEATH
Seven Shots Fired

at

and Every Shot took
fect.

justification in

go far towards

Him
Ef-

Instantly and
Without a Struggle.

Dien Almost

Last Saturday tlie first tragedy
took place in Kenna that has
ever occurred in the town, and

tlie public mind. Their pre-- 1
iiihiltary hearing wllf be held in
Justice H IPs com t, at IjosUcli,
tt marrow, and all the persons
who were present at the time of
the shooting vi;l bo called' as
witnesses.
Justjee 'Bell came up from
ItdsTrell Sunday rtnd held the in
quost. District Attorney K, K.
Scott, Assistant District Attor
ney James Hall, Deputy Sheriff
Jim JohiirOi), and several others
both from Rosvvell and from
Elid.1 were present at the in
quest.
The body of the deceased was
taken to Elida for burial. Only
a few from Kenna attended the
burial; fdr the" reason that So
many w ere taken to Koswelh tt)
be used as witnesses in the case,
and tlrere were not many left
who were able to attend.
Deceased leaves a widow anJ
one child from his second mar
riage, and five children by hfs
first wife. Walter is the oldest
child M home, he being only a- boutlS.' Stella, his sister older
than he is married and resides
over m the mountain country
west of Iloswell.. Mrs Orr has
a 320 acre claim two miles from
Kenna, and the Smith boys are
her brothers. They also have
claims near town and close to

Wilson Orr, one of the oldest
His
citizens was the victim.
Bon, Walter Orr. a lad only a- bout 15 years old, had been ar
,
rested, charged with a petty', their sister's.
offense, and the Case was to be
The shock to the citizens of
heard in Justice Cooper's Court; this community occasioned by
which was held in the hall
the tragedy is not so great ns
the banlvT About twenty usually produced by fatalities
flve citizens were present. Mr. of this kind, for the i eason that
Orr, Senior, appearing for his something of this kind has been
boy, asked for a cjiange of venue. lone feaied. and the public mind
His application was denied, and was prepared for some such
he became enraged and used ending.
such violent and abusive lan
Wilson Orr was a man who
guage that the Justice imposed was very hexdstroug, abusive in
adne and ordered the constable, his language, quarrelsome and
C. E. Woold ridge, to proceed at extremely aggressive, and it has
once to collect it. At this On been many time? predicted by
became insanely mad and at- many different people that his
tacked Justice Cooper, Striking course won d eventually end by
him and knocking him out of his either killing tome man' oi
his chasr, and violently Co' ow Doing killed himself. He had
ing up the attack.- At this time made frequent threats agains;
a revolver shot rang out, follow- different pa: lies, had made some
ed in quick succession by six gun plays in the past, and at
others tired so rapidly that they thu time of his djath was undo;
evidently came fr ni an auto bond to appear and answer in
matic gun. Every shot took i lie District Court to the charge
effect, and one of tlifm also of shooting at the Smith boys a
struck Justice Cooper en the couple of monlhs ag . lie was
side of the head, cutting quite a considered a dangerous man,
gasli out not making n serious and many were in constant ftar
wound. Orr never spoke after that be might do violence from
the first shot whs fired, but ambush. While these facts do
slowly began to droop and sunt not justify his killing at the
to the floor, evidently stonedead. time it occurred, they go very
une. snot nau entered ins open far toward explaining the inmouth, coming out at the back fluence that would 'bring' it
of the neck, another passed
and e idence. that will apthrough his side, and the rest pear in court will trove that
centered about the breast, both even though the parties charged,
lungs having been jenelrated. or either of them, did the shoot
When the trouble fiist began ing. that they are not and were
quite a number of those present not murdeiers at heart but actran out of the hall, and the ( in ed upon strong Mid irresistable
citement was so great 'that nonu impulse of re'f protection, be
of those who remained seems to lieving that their own lives were
have located surely the person in hourly danger, and also that
or persons who did the shooting. the shooting was necessary at
Ilysell and Boyd Sniuh hnv this time to prottct tlie life of
been arrested chaiged with the Mr. Co 'per, believing that On
crime, but the an es opneais to was going to usj either a gun or
have been made chiefly upon knife, and that only quick actbase
circumstantial
ion, could serve.
upon past (roubles between
the deceased and the accused.
The Smith boys have a splen
Diyou know that A i buckle
did reputation here, and havt is the best Package Coffee you
.always been looked upon as can buy? Iain l lie only dealer in
ouiet. law abiding citizens, and town that carries this brand.
everyone in this community is
Oscar Koberson
hoping they may come clear of
Tlie New Storo.the charge Vf minder, as, even
if either of them did the spoolB. F. McGee left Weilncschiy
ing, there are cijv.uir.sl .ir.c es
connected with the rtst- - that will for Clovis to hunt work.
ve

--

.

.
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Dr, H. L.

Iphonog raphs.I
l

g
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When you want a Talking Machine
"Talks," buy a "Victor" or "Edison
At Q.

K'rids of

the Roswell Jeweler.

Zink'

up-to-da-

Pallet

All

G.W. Zink,
the Jeweler.
lite nd in. the Kenna

rtide3.

1H!
NEWGROCEkY

-8-2&

Vi.VA.

W. T. Cowgill,
U. S. COMMISSIONER
All business carefully and
promptly attended to. Drop in
and see me. Always glad to
meetfriends, and it is a pleasure
to give you any information
within my knowledge.
.

g
0fi)

j

Office in

The Record Building,

k$

Kenna, N.

W. T.

3 ""I

toi&i:i's6.jfflk&aiiUi.!

tt

Prugztere

Kenna,

Watches, Rings, Jewelrv, Musical lnstru- M ments, Music Novelties. 13 years in busi-- i
ness at Rcmvell. Low prices and Square
deal.
Mr. Ziuk will fix your watch if it is out of
41 repair. Send it to him by mail.
O

Tell Zink you savV
Record.

6urgiCtlt and Vrcp.

9ure, ?rezk Srugs d Chemicals. Hit
kinds 9atcnt iXcdkinei A iftcch ftinc
idiot. tfiaticn:ri. Rubber $tedi ax

Records.
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Cowgill,.
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have only a small stock at present, but
it is new, fresh and clean, and 1 will scil as I'l
cheap as you can buy the same goods any
where in New Mexico. Corns and see.
I

TYPEWRITERS
GIVEN AWAY.

The Emerson
Typewriter
Company of Woodstock, l"'n
of Livery Barn.
have recently given away over
100 .f thy highest grade, wholly
visible:;( ison Typewriters
in
mailt'
the
woid. They liave
He ware of Oifitmcnts for Catarrh
into
uone
state ami . terri-toi- y
t.very
.P9
that Contain Mercury,
in
United
the
Suites.
smiU
ni
destroy
the
in mrmiry will mroly
tlio whole system when
and complotely
Tln-m ay be some in your town.
Much
tho mucous aurfafes.
iitfrl:ijf Jt
never ne twuu exeepi en prfflrnp
ftrtirlttl Bhiul
nn the danine they
They are giving them away
tlo.il (nun n putallo plivBlclana. you
decan
will do Is teu fold to tlie pood
everywhere
to men. women.
rive from then. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufacturer
no merby K. J. Ch.ney & t o., 'loleilo. t.. eomai-cury, and Is taken .ternaliy. aclinic dlreelly upon
A Succeed when everything else fail3.
boys
and
girls,
over 18 years of
In
system.
of the
tue hloo.l and muecrfrt nurfai-In nervouo prostration ani female K age, on surprisingly "'
lire lw sure you net the
buyhix Hall's Cutarrii
liberal
Toledo
la
Inter'ially
made
arid
Is
taken
It
Kenul'ie.
weaknesses they ers the 6uprem
Ohio, hy K.
Chewy Co. 'I'mtl'iio'ilsH Iree.
conditions.
Mil l by DrlllBlHIs. I'rlee. 7'e. per bnltlp.
'lake Hall's t'amily I'ihs !': vo..il;iatK).
J FOR ICISMEY, LIVER
AND
If you could make any use of
i
STOMACH TROUBLE
100.00 typewriter, providing
a
i3
it
the best medicine ever sold
The Kinunens 'Ijres. pot in
over a druggist's counter.
it did not cost you even one cent,
i car load of lumber this weeK
then in a letter or on a postal
card addressed to Frank .L.
Wilder, Pi esitient, Woodstock,
C. J. Marhut baa been apIII., simply say, "Mail me all
pointed as a Deputy Sheriff at
your Free Offers, " and by reKenna.
turn nnil you will receive
" Fresh. Reliable. Fura
Oilers, the names' of over
Uujrt.iiie:U to r:ca
J. Tt. Ilolman has bought the
iOO
wiio
have recently received
Kverv Oardcner r.nd
old Phono Office, building, "and (, v.' ';
riar.'.erel.uulilte'il tha
typewriters free, and you will
;.ellori.eiltHof ur
NoiUieinGrownfecrtft.
moved it out to his claim.
learn on what easy conditions
ECiCL OFFR
CENTS
can gi t one of their typeyou
tl rMtstpiihl our
Vf Will
k'
writers
fiee light away.
COLLECTION
Claude Curry left the first of
1ny r
irt?.
.
.
.:.s.
ik
Emerson
The
l
Okla.,
Typewriter is
the week for Arapahoe,
,
.
.
ii9
ii SdWIrnitlcir:
. 16
.
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one of the highest grade, wholly
.
to be gone several weeks.
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AUo i
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world. Many who have used
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Now
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"EMERSON" and other
P. J. Williamson and family
Kockford, IHiuoU
14.fl K:,u Su
pronounce the "EMER
makes
l.:ive gone to "Roswell, to
SON11
to any ?100.00
superior
vegein in the fruit and
on
'the
typewriter
market. Jt
table trade.
is a wholly visible machine, has
feature,
Setta Jones closed her s hool every new,
Ernest Faddoek has thrown :it t his jil ic ' yesterday and
like other high g r d t
up his job as fireman on the
li e notJOO typewi iters, though it
piiii!.s to
look In-Santa Fe and come back toyput Inake i wheie t wo other vcl. uls sol is roirularlv for less and en
out a crop on his claim.
will meet tospoiyl the day pie-- terms of 1.00 down and 10 cents
i d:iy until
pail for.
The
icing.
has
every
"EMEI'SON"
new
Windmill
The Northcntt
improvement, univeisal keyCompany has completed one of
board, back spacer, tabulator,
is
their new patent m ils. ad it '
At. the Animril School Meet two-colribbon, everything
now being "tried out."
ing atiCenna Dr. If. L. Fis'us tho best : is the ideal machine
A for beginners as well as foi- the
was eleeti d sch. ol Director
10
levy
was
mil's
of
most expert typists and stenogAtty , L. (). Full special tax
en is here today looking up the voted for ooncral school pur- raphers; just the typewriter for
the smallest or largest oflice.
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President,
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BACKACHE A SIGNAL
OF DISTRESS
Pain In the Wk Is
the kirlneya' elyiml
of dmtrww. If Uii

60NETfflN(i

LittuOnes

timely warning In
In no red, there is
of
rve danger
f"l"y. gravel, nrlo
Ii)iiinK,or Bright'

OPTICAL TOY

When yon
hare
U- - miAjtert
your kiiinnTs,
a

Can Easily Be Made by Using Piece
of Cardboard With Two OJect on

ilisefuie.

reason
special
cine.

m
kidu'ey medlr

Ioan' Klilney
Pills relieve weak,
cmiircMtad kidneys
cure backache reg-

urine.
proof in

ulate the

Hood
the
followiugstiitemeut.

A DOCTOR'S

QUITE

AMUSING

Different Sides.
How many children know what a
lhaumatrope la? Very few, by that
name. But most of them have seen
thaumatropes.
The dictionary says
that a "thauraatrope Is an optical toy
depending for Its action upon the per- -

Dr. H- - Hilton 1R
N. 8th Street, North
Yakima, Wash says:
"I have used Doan's
Kidney rills in my
practlre for years and they have given
satisfaction,
I have tnken Draw's Kidney
Pills personally and pronounce them the
beet remedy 1 have prescrilied in my long
career as a physician and surgeon."

"Every Ptctu re
Tell a a Story" ,

DOAN'S

9
I Jos' love Injun stories,
An' snake stories as well;
An' my ole Uncle Bara'l
Is the man what shore can telL

But Jes' the same, you like 'em.
E'en though your blood docs creep
An' shivers up an' down yer spine
Does make you lose yer sleep.

"Vfriy

.

Mrs.

Yes, an Internal one.

Benham

For people to live happily together
the real secret Is Unit they should not
live too much together. Sir Arthur
Helps.
Measure.
Uncle Ezra Then you think the
battle of Wounded Knee was a greater event than the reformation?"
Certainly. I've seen
Uncle Eben
them both, and I'll bet the "battle"
took at 'least a thousand more feet
of film. Puck.

oo
o
o

FOR

A

PORCH

Keeps Women's
8klrts From Floor.

Footrest

A new kind of porch swing, which

the makers claim has several points
of advantage, has been designed
an Indiana roan. One feature of
--

by

the

swing is Its collapslblllty, which
makes it easy to put and take down
and requires little room when It is
not in use. Another feature is the
footrest, which 1b hinged to the bot
tom and can be folded up, it not
needed. ' It would probably be in use

OS
Reverse Side of the Disk,

paste them on opposite sides ' of a
cardboard
and twirl it by means of
Sunshine.
Surround the children with every the string as sbowh also in the illuspossible cheer. . . .
Smiles and tration, and you will have a thaurnalaughter cost nothing. . . . Let the trope.
children have music, let them have
pictures, let them have laughter, let READ HUCK FINN UNDER BED
them have a good time; not an Idle
time, but one full of cheerful occupa- Alabama Man Relates Difficulties He
tion. Surround them with all the
Mark
to
Absorb
Underwent
things you can. Plants
beautiful
Twain's Well Known Book.
should be given sun and air and the
blue sky. Give them to your boys and
Crawford T. Ruff of this city bad an
girls. I do not mean for a day or a experience
reading
."lark
while
month, but for all the years. We can- Twain's famous "Huckleberry
Finn1
not treat a plant tenderly one day which probably was never duplicated
and harshly the next day; they cannot by another admirer of Clements.
stand It. Luther Burbank, in "The
"It must have been more than thirty
Training of the Human Plant."
years ago," said Mr. Ruff, In relating
the story to a party of friends, accord'
Ing to the Montgomery Advertiser,
"V- SHE QUIT COFFEE
"when I was a small shaver. Only a
And Much Good Came From It.
limited number of copies of the book
with the first edition. Only
It Is hard to believe that coffee will appeared
put a person In such a condition as it one book came to the little town
where I lived, but it sufficed for the
did a woman of Apple Creek, O. She entire
populace. The book went the
story:
tells her own
from neighbor to neighbor, and
rounds,
'
"I did not believe coffee caused ray finally
In our homer I was so
trouble, and frequently said I liked absorbedlanded
in the first chapter that I
It so well I would not quit drinking It, wanted to finish
it all before any one
even If it took my life, but I was a else In the family
started on It,
miserable sufferer from heart trouble
was
an
old
"There
time bedstead In
and nervous prostration for four years. our home. The headboard was two or
"I was scarcely able to go around at three feet from the window. The covalL Had no energy, and did not care ering dropped to
the floor on either
(or anything. Was emaciated and had side, bo as to conceal
me from view,
a constant pain around my heart until except from the rear. I would crawl
I thought I could not endure It. I under the bed with Huck Finn, face
felt as though I was liable to die any downward, and with my head near the
time.
end of the bed bo the light from the
'Trequently I had nervous chills and window enabled me to read. In this
the least excitement would drive Bleep way I finished the book before any
away, and any little noise would up- body else In the bouse got It."
set me terribly." I was gradually getting worse until finally one day, It
An Electric Scarf Pin.
came over me, and I asked myself 'Perhaps
the smallest electric motor
what is the use of being sick all the In the world Is in the scarf pin of D.
time and buying medicine so that I Goodwin of McKlnney, Tex. He is a
can Indulge myself In coffee?
watchmaker and recently he
"So I thought I would see if I could skilled
the motor, which Is so
constructed
quit drinking coffee, and got some
piece will cover
small that a
Postum to help me quit. I made It It. It weighs
only nine-ongtrlrtly according to directions, and of an ounce. The front of hundredths
the motor
I want to tell you that change was the Is of highly poltBhed gold and the com
greatest step In my life. It was easy mutator and segments are of
to quit coffee because I bad the metal. Mr. Goodwin wears the same
the curl
Postum which I like better than I ostty In his necktie and It makes a
liked the old coffee. One by one the very attractive decoration, the nature
old troubles left, until now I am in of which can only be discovered by
splendid health, nerves steady, heart close Inspection.
all right, and the pain all gone. Never
have any more nervous chills, don't
Capt. Kldd's Grave.
take any medicine, can do all my
Most children know the story of
housework, and have done a great
Capt. Kldd, the pirate who "sailed and
deal besides,
"My eister
who visited me sailed," but few children, or grown
this summer had been an invalid for folks, for that matter, know that there
some time, much as I was. I got her Is a grave In the quaint old city of
to quit coffee and drink Postum. She Savannah that is said to be the rest
gained five pounds in three weeks, lng place of this "bold sailor man."
and I never saw such a change in any- The tombstone was erected In the
night and no one Beems to know any
one's health."
thing about It. There is no inscrip
"There's a reason."
new tion on It, nothing but a circling ser
A
letterf
sbovt
the
read
Eenppeura from. lm to time. 1'hcy Dent on all four sides.
oe
lull of SUMS
re mulae, true,
la tercet
10-ce-

e

ln-la-

SWING

One New Feature Is Its Collapslblllty

The Juggler.

slstence of an Image on the retina of
For Constipation, Biliousness, Liver and the eye'. On opposite sides of a disk
Kidney Troubles, take Ciartleld Tea.
are depicted two objects or different
parts of the same object, so that
Dark.
when the disk is rapidly twirled
Hewett It Is pretty cloudy.
around a diameter the two sides apJewett Yes, a sort ol brunette day. pear to be seen at once and their Images are combined."
Thaumatropes
are not bard to
Knew His Weakness.
Benham I like to linger over a make. Just cut out those pictures.

bat

WHAT

You're thlnkln' an' you're thlnkln
About them Injuns wild.
An' of them slimy serpents-Li- ke
the one ole Eve beguiled!

50c. a Box

even

STORIES.

INSURANCE

'

SAFETY
Many a bride Is
when given away.

INJUN

Sleh stories till yer hair stands;
An' ycr blood fcr fair does creep;
An' after you have heard 'em
You Je' can't go to sleepl

TESTIMONY

AT ALL DEALERS

JES'

COMMISSIONERS

HER PREFERENCE.

SAY

Insurance Commissioner Win. II.
Hotchklss of New York, chairman of
the executive committee of the National Convention of Insurance Commissioners, prior to the Inst Head
Camp of the Modern Woodmen of
America, gave the following official
notice to that society:
"Pursuant to action of the national
contention of state Insurance commissioners, at Its adjourned session In
December last, I write you this expression of views as to the necessity
of your order as well as all other
fraternal benefit societies placing
Itself on a firm foundation as to rates.
An insurance society which In these
days does not recognize that the' cost
of Insurance Is fixed by laws other
than man's. laws namely, the laws of
nature or prescribes for Its members either a flat rate, Irrespective of
the age of Its members, or any other
rate that Is not scientifically safe, Is
deceiving both itself and its members
and approaching the time perhaps
slowly, but not the less surely
when it must fail and its contracts be
repudiated. The fraternal spirit Is a
good thing; but the rates and management of fraternal societies must
also be such that the beneficiaries of
the last member to die will receive
every dollar that such member's certificate calls for." .
Insurance
State
Commissioner
Ekern of Wisconsin has Issued an official Interview in which he says:
"Fraternal societies generally have
come to recognize that their business
must be conducted on a sound basis.
This means a
for nearly every society, and members who do not
fully understand
the situation are
often inclined to complain of Increases In their rates. They should
understand that with a
on
a sound basis they have a much more
valuable Insurance than before. All
are benefited by getting a permanent
Insurance for what was uncertain before. The Modern Woodmen of America, by reason of its long experience
with a large membership, is permitted
to make a rate upon Its own experi
ence, which Is even lower than that
based on the National Fraternal Congress table, which new societies must
adopt. The cost of this Insurance Is
not a matter of mortality tables or
rates charged, but depend upon the
actual deaths In the society. A
merely means that each member shall pay his real share of that
cost. Members who think of drop
ping their Insurance will do well to
take enough time to study the question before doing anything which may
bring regret to both themselves and
their families."
The Chicago Inter Ocean says:
"It Is unpleasant for the members
of the Modern Woodmen Society to
have to pay more for their insurance,
but let them think how much more un
pleasant It would be for those 5.000.-00women and children, or any of
them, to be deprived or that protection because their husbands or fathers got anpjry. That Is what all Woodmen Bhould think about."
'

.

0

Safe New Porch Swing.
most of the time, however, as It save
the porch floor from having paint
scratched off by the feet of swinger
and keeps women's skirts from drag
ging on the floor and becoming soiled
and frayed around the bottoms. The
swing fastens to the porch celling by
chains and cannot be tipped over by
children. A lawn swing of larger
size is made on the same principle.

My

All In the Same Boat.
aunt has a beautiful parrot,

jr,s

KSJ

11,

"Well, Susan, you have been married a year. How do you like your
husband?"
"Sober, sor."
ITCHED SO BADLY
C0ULDNT STAND IT."

"ECZEMA
I

"I suffered with eczema on my neck
for about six months, beginning by little pimples breaking out. I kept
scratching till the blood came. It kept
getting worse, I couldn't sleep nights
any more. It kept itching for about a
month, then 1 went to a doctor and
got some liquid to take. It seemed
as if I was going to get better. The
itching stopped for about three days,
but when it started again, was even
worse than before. The eczema Itched,
so badly I couldn't stand it any more.
"I went to a doctor and he gave me
some medicine, but didn't do any good.
We have been having Cutlcura Remedies in the house, bo I decided to try
them. I had been using Cutlcura
Soap, bo I got me a box of Cutlcura
Ointment; and washed off the affectej
part with Cutlcura Soap three times a
day, and then put the Cutlcura Ointment on. The first day I put It on, it
relieved me of itching so I could sleep
all that night. It took about a week, '
then I could see the scab come off. I
kept the treatment up for three weeks,
and my eczema was cured.
"My brother got bis face burned
with
and he used Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment. The people all
thought he would have scars, but you
can't see that he ever had bis face
burned. It was simply awful to look
at before the Cutlcura Remedies
(Soap and Ointment)
cured It."
(Signed) Miss Elizabeth Gehrkl, Forrest City, Ark., Oct 16, 1910. Although
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are sold
by druggists ard dealers everywhere,
a sample of each, with
book;
will be mailed free on, application to
"Cutlcura," Dept. L, Boston. -

32-pa-

Women to Wear Mantillas In C hurt It.
Women of St. Francis Do Sales
Cathedral will introduce into this
country the custom of wearing in
church the graceful lace headdress of
the Spanish women in place of bats.
The innovation was suggested by Rev.
Dr. O'Connor to the members of the
Altar society and at the general communion of the society the scarfs will
be worn.
"The hats of today have become a
monstrosity," said Rev. Dr. O'Connor, addressing the society. Toledo
Correspondence Cleveland Leader.

which, like many others of Its species,
i9 addicted to profanity.
To break
the bird of this habit, my aunt would
"duck" him In water every time he
would swear. On an April day he had
been profuse In profanity, and had received the accustomed' ducking. Now,
It happened that- - a brood of newly-hatche-d
chickens had been drenched
Origin of Words.
In
a
shower
of rain and auntie
many
so
"How did there come to be
When a young widow makes up her
brought them Into the house and
words in the world?" asked little Lo- placed them In the kitchen to dry, be mind to marry a bachelor he may posla, who was turning the leaves of a
sibly escape by dying.
neath the parrot, who was drying hlB
dictionary.
He
Interested
feathers.
seemed much
"Oh," replied her
BROMO bylNINS. Iocs frit
li I,XATlva
brother, "they came through folks end gazed Intently at the little chicks That
of H. W. GBOVS. Caed the WorlS
the
to Cure a Cold in One Day. Ko.
oerdenature
quarreling. One word brought on an- for some time, and then exclaimed:
"D
n'd little fools; been swearother, you know."
ing, too."
It might be well to remember that
every man you deal with is looking for
Soft Answer Needed.
Putty-Heathe best of it
Hard to Penetrate.
Mv eoodness! I wish we
Napoleon Bonaparte once said the
herel
around
rats
get
of
rid
the
could
Garfluld Tea, the natural remedy for Conhardest task his artillery ever essayed
Small Harold Did you ever try a was the reduction of a mud fort In stipation, can always be relied on.
soft answer, grandma?
a'J
Why, Egypt. It absorbed shot and shellwhy
Grandma A soft answer!
And most of our troubles are magnithe desert absorbs rain. That's
what do you mean?
d
you. fied at short range.
a
man
discourages
Small Harold Well, the books says If you 'hit him in the Bide of the head
that a soft answer turneth away rats. with a sledge hammer you only make
a dent In his skull. Then If you hit
him on the other side, the second
Wasn't Going to Be a Man,
"Well, little chap," said the stranger dent drives the first one out. He Is
In the family, picking up one of the capable of receiving and retaining
children, "what are you going to be but one dent at a time, and that on
the outside. The only thing you can
when you are a man?"
do to give him new Impressions Is to
"Nuffln," said the child.
Why so?" asked the lay his head out In the sun for a hun"Nothing?
dred years, when It will harden like
stranger.
Is the stomach
"Because," said the child, "I'm a lit- granite, which can be easily puncweakr
TRY
tured.
tle girl."
eight-year-ol-

d

d

putty-heade-

Build

Til c

Birds

In

City Streets.

Many of you have seen the plgeont
that live down town. .Some of you may

have fed the birds at times. These
are descendants of European birds.
The American pigeons have been practically exterminated. What are usually called wild pigeons are really
doves.

Darwinian Believer.
the Darwinian
theory?" asked a young lady. "I am
Inclined to go farther than Darwin
did," replied her somewhat severe
friend, "und believe that eome members of our species havt started on
return Journey I"
"Do you believe In

When to Call the Doctor.
When to summon the doctor Is a
point which hag probably puzzled most
people at one time or another, but In
the case of throat and intestinal
troubles there should be no uncertainty, says a medical authority.- - The doctor should be summoned at once, for
the sort throat may be diphtheria, and
the intestinal symptoms may mean
peritonitis, appendicitis or any one of
a dozen complaints of serious character. Valuable time and the golden
opportunity may be wasted by waiting for symptoms that are severe
enough to justify calling the doctor.

Up

System

Are the bowels

-

clogged

THE

1

Is the blood

BITTERS.

impoverished t

I.cslcllcr's
Stcmacli Biiicrs
will tone, strengthen and invigorate the entire system and
make you well again.

What ought not to be done, do not
even think of dofeg. Eplctetus.
W. N. U

WICHITA,

NO.

12.

ALL FORMER FLOOD

RECORDS
CONDITIONS

ST. LOUIS

THE LOSS

.

MIL BE

MILLIONS

Mississippi at Cairo Reaches
Stage Which Is Almost a Foot
Higher Than Ever Reached
Before With More Raln- fall No Relief in Sight

Associaof
tion Acknowledge Debt In Fight
Against Dread Disease.

woubi

IN

,

Hickman, Ky.( April 2. The levee
broke here tonight and the town Is being flooded rapidly. Hundreds of families have been driven from their
homes but there has been no loss of
life. The constant rise of the Mississippi In the last few days had given
the Inhabitants warning.
St." Louis, April 2. The floods In
of the country,' Including

this sectioin
.

Missouri, Illinois and Kentucky, are
the worst on record. Property loss
has already run Into the millions.
Rain has been falling throughout the
flooded district for the last 12 hours
and there seems to be no relief In
sight.
The Mississippi has been stationary
for 24 hours, at 29.8 feet, and a further rise Is not expected for 24 hours.
Cairo and the drainage district
above the city are the only two dry
places In that section of the country,
the entire territory north ftnd south of
that city being covered with several
feet of water.
The river at Cairo reached the stage
of 53 feet tonight, which is eight-tenth- s
of a foot higher than previous
records. A stage of 54 feet Is predicted before the floods subside.
' Commercial
interests of Cairo have
been joined by the railroads entering
the city in supporting Mayor George
Parsons In the work of looking after
the levee system of Cairo and the
Cairo drainage district.
The Mississippi is about two feet
higher than the Ohio at Its mouth and
Is pouring over the Iron Mountain
tracks at Cache, III., and running
across the country into Cache creek
BfiA thene Into the Ohio. The back
water of Cache creek has covered the
government road between the national
cemetery and Mounds, 111., to a depth
ol three feet . The water has extended
to the outskirts of Mounds and residents of that town are using skiffs to
get to and from their homes.
The country about McClure, 111., is
inundated. Live stock is being driven
to the hills and the people are leaving
their homes to their fate.
The heavy rainfall has alarmed
farmers in the Missouri river bottoms
and they are moving property to higher ground.

So Testify.

ns

Box 98.

Here is the report of another genuine
case, which still further shows that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
may be relied upon.
Walcott, N. Dakota. "I had inflammation which caused pain in my side,
and my back ached all the time. I was
so blue that I felt like crying if any one
even spoke to me. I took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I
began to gain right away. I continued
its use and now I am a well woman."

Walcott, N.

Dakota.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened read and answered by a
woman and held In strict confidence.
MAKING A STAND.

So you

tire
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The first done eft en tonlnheS the Invalid,
giving elmtlclty ol mind, buoyancy of body,

There Is nnthintr heavenly about war, or
Publicity In newspapers and maga-- nvxpepnia.
GOOD DIGESTION,
The world is outgrowing the
tinea to the amount of 1,500,000 inches first, and (iartleld Tea will conquer Dyspepsia.
regular bowels and solid flesh. Price, 28 eta.
a year on tuberculosis and its preven
An old toper Is satisfied if he can TH E NEW FRENCH REM CD V.Ro.I.Nl..No.3.
tion is being given by the press of the
United States, according to an esti- keep his head above water.
iTJ SEES
OKKAT Si tCK.rtH, CtKF.S
KLAlIKR
mate issued recently by the National
PII.H3, fHKONIO I'T.CKRH, f KIN KRT'PTIONH KITHKH HVX
to DR. I.R Cl.rHO
(knd 1drtM Mflnf for PHHK hnnklAssociation for the Study and Preven"Pink Rye" Is Fnldemle In the tip ring.
Try Murine Eye Remedy for Reliable Relief. MKD. CO., HAYKK.HTOCIC ED., HAUI'ftTRAl). LONi'UN. KXU.
tion of Tuberculosis. If all the pub
licity on tuberculosis given by the
A pretty girl never approves of men DEFIi;;CECc!dVatcr Starch
press of this country gathered In one
loo.
nukes laundry work a pleasure. 18 oi. rpaper, the National Association esti- who flirt with other girls.
paper
over
of
a
mates it would make
6,250 pages. In the last four years,
If the blood Is poor and filled with the
during which time an active publicity
poisons from diseased kidneys or Inaccampaign has been carried on, the
tive liver, the heart is not only starved
National Association estimates that
but poisoned as well. 1'here are many
conditions due to impure blood such
over 6,000,000 Inches, or over 90 miles,
as dropsy, fainting spells, nervous debilof press notices on tuberculosis have
ity or the many scrofulous conditions,
been published.
ulcers, "fever sores," white swellings,
"Publicity is the very heart of the
etc. All can be overcome and cured by
tubercampaign
against
educational
culosis," says Dr. Livingston Fariand,
Dr.
the executive secretary of the national
association. "Largely because of the
This supplies pure blood by aiding digestion, Increasing assimilation
of the prese
Intelligent
and imparting tone to the whole circulatory system. It's a heart tonic
In
movement
has the
and a great deal more, having an alterative action on the liver and
kidneys, it helps to eliminate the poisons from the blood.
this country been able to become, as
To niirich the blood and Increase the red blood corpuscles, thereby
It is, the greatest organized movement
feeding the nerves on rich red blood and doing away with nervous irriof Its kind in the world. When tubertability, take Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and do not permit
culosis Bhall have become a rare disa dishonest dealer to insult your intelligence with the "just as good
mny
Justly
ease the American' press
kind." The "Discovery" has 40 years of cures behind It and contains
claim a large share in this gigantic
no alcohol or narcotics. Ingredients plainly printed on wrapper.
- Dr. Pierce's Common
achievement."
Sense Medical Adviser is sent free on receipt of
stamps to pay expense of wrapping and mailing only. Send 31 one-cestamps for the French cloth-boun- d
book. Address: Dr. R. Y. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Baking Economy.
By the) use of perfect baking powder
the housewife can derive as much economy as from any other article used In

THERAPION

IHHKANt-ft-

(the- (heart)

Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

nt

In selecting a baking powder, therefore, care Hhotilil be exercised to purchase one that retains Its
original strength and always remains the
same, thus making the food sweet and
wholesome and producing sufficient leavening gas to make the baking light.
Very little of this leavening gus is produced by the cheap baking powders, making It necessary to use double Mie quantity ordinarily required to secure good results.
every time you
You
make a cake or biscuits, or test the
your
baking powder to find
strength of
out how much of It you should use: yet
baking
powders you should do
with most
this, for they are put together so careuniform, the quality
never
lessly they are
and strength varying with each can purchased.
Calumet Baking Powder Is made of
chemically pure Ingredients
of tested
strength. Experienced chemists put It up.
The proportions of the different materials
remain always the same. Scaled in airtight cans Calumet Baking Powder does
not alter In strength and is not affected
by atmospheric changes.
In using Calumet you are bound to have,
uniform bread, cake or biscuits, as Caluuseless
met does not contain any cheap,
or .adulterating Ingredients so commonly
used to Increase the weight. Further, It
pure, wholesome food and Is a
Eroduces
of rare merit: therefore Is
recommended by lending physicians and
chemists. It complies with all the pure
food laws, both STATE and NATJONAU
any
The goods are moderate in price, and groWdy purchasing Calumet from her
cer, if not satisfied with It can return It
and have her money refunded.
bilking- and cnoklntr.

cannot-experlme-

nt
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DOUGLAS
SHOES

2.25 $2.50 $3.00 $3.50 MOO & 5.00
and DOYS
For MEN, WOMENOF QUALITY
THE STANDARD
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED SHOES
give W.L. Douglas shoes a trial. W. L.
Douglas name stamped on a shoe guarantees superior quality and more value
for the money than other makes. His
name and price stamped on the bottom
protects the wearer against high prices
and inferior shoes. Insist upon having
the genuine W. L. Douglas shoes. Take
no substitute.
8 ho
Alan.,
write W.)j.Tonslat,Krockion,
ho
every where delivery charge prepaid.

A

for ratal n.
If art Color Jyelet

are going

wnt

uoo

Perfect Imitation of Oak for Floors
and Interior Finish

Made of materials as durable as iron and put up in rolls at
a moderate price,

FLOORING

GAL-VA-N1-

Mrs. Longwed

H

-

Platea, Pa. "When I wrote to yon
first I was troubled with female weak
ness and backache,
and was so nervous
that I would cry at
the least noise, it
would startle me so.
I began to take Lydia . Pinkham'i
remedies, and I don't
have any more cry-Ispells. I sleep
sound and my nervousness is better.
I will recommend
your medicines to all suffering women."
Mrs. Mary Halstead, Platea, Pa.,

Amelia Dahl,

i

1

-t

ham' Vegetable Compound
Their Own Statements

Mrs.

D H

KWM-.Y-

find R lief in Lydia E. Pink

t
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In Chicago.
Ella What do you think of Mint
Stella He's too mean to pay alimony even a dollar down and a
a month.

PRAISED

Officers

DESPONDENT

BROKEN

DISTRICT AROUNC
NEVER SO
BAD BEFORE.

PRESS OF COUNTRY

BVOUS

An Objection
"He gave you some sound advice."
"That's what he did. I would have
liked it better without so much

the place of unannltary carpets makes
May be used around toe
housework a pleasure.
edge of large rugs and for wainscoting.

Tales

Durable, Sanitary, Inexpensive

.

In rolls 38 inches wide sold by the yard.
Flooring or send
Ask your dealer for
for samples and Illustrated Booklet.

Put up

sound."

away
Mrs. Younghousekeeper Yes. You
OCT MAT. ARIA
see, we discharged the cook, and she's TO DRIVE AND
HtJILD I'PTHK 8YSTFM
Take tbe Old Smndiird UROVIC'S TASTHI.BSS
so cross about it that we've decided to CHlLli
TON10. You know what you are taking.
formula Is plainly printed on every bottle,
live somewhere else until she gets The
showing it U simply Vulnkne and irun in a tasteless
form, and tbe nioBl effectual form, s'or grown
or goes away herself.
people aud children. 60 ueiita.

FORD MANUFACTURING CO.
Omaha

BUPauI

Chicago

Kansas City

Bt. Louis

good-nature- d

Important to Mothers

HUNDREDS JOIN STRIKE.
Artisans in Different Parts of New
England Walk Out Asking
Higher Pay.
Boston, April 2. Painters, decorators, carpenters, granite workers and
store clerks In different parts of New
England Joined the ranks of the thousands of striking textile operatives today. Like the mill workers they are
seeking an advance in wages.
Two hundred painters and decorators in Boston and Brooklyn struck for
an Increase of about five cents an
hour. In Worcester 200 went out for
a ten per cent incerase.
Four hundred granite workers at
Milford, Mass., and 175 retail clerks
at Barre, Vermont, struck for niore
pay.
In
Vermont, all the
union carpenters and painters went ut
for an eight hour day.
addition new textile strikes de- led at the .Victory Wedding coin- at Nf th Ablngton, Mass., the
ik Mills. t Sacco, Maine, and the
4
Jinon Falls Manufacturing company
Salmon Falls,' N. H.
Lowell, West Warren, Clinton, Rock,
'land and Norton are still Involved in
labor difficulties.

J

y

His Business to Know.
Examine carefully every bo! tie of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Wife Look, I bought this fur coat
Infants and children, and see that it today. Tbey .tell me we are going to
have very cold weather soon.
Husband Who told you soT
of
Wife The furrier.
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
The Pajrton Toilet Co. of Boston,
Mass., will Bend a large trial box of
The Reason.
Paxtlne Antiseptic, a delightful cleans"You mark all your compositions ing and germicidal toilet preparation,
forte," Baid the friend.
to any woman, free, upon request.
"Yes," replied the composer. "They
wouldn't have any vogue among peoAt the Aviation Meet.
ple who live in flats if I had them
Mme. Vanite Well, it certainly was
played softly."
not worth putting on my nice new pair
of boots! Pele Mele.

(iWiSSr

eft""
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When Your Eyes Need Care

Try Murine Bye Remedy. No Smarting Feels Mrs. Wtnslow's Soothing Syrup for Children
.
Try it for Red, Weak,
Flue Acts
softens the gums, reduces InflammaWatery Eye and Granulated Eyelids. Illus- teething,
trated Book in each Package. Murine la tion allays pain, cures wind colic, S5c a buttle- compounded by onr Ocullsia not a "Patent Medl'nto-lic(julc-kly-

e
icine" but Ufted In auccertuful I'tijfticiana'
for many years. Now dedicated to tbe Public and sold by Druggists at 86o and tUc per Bottle.
Murlue Kye Halve In Aseptic Tubes, S6o and Uo.

Murine) Eye

remedy Co., Chicago

Sure, Does.

"The pen is mightier than the
sword."
"But the typewriter puts it all over
the pen."
If You Are a Trifle Sensitive
About the size of your shoes, you can
wear a size smaller by shaking Allen's Foot'
Kue, the antiseptic powder, into them.
J list the thing for Dancing Parties and for
Breaking in New felioen. iSumple Free.
Address Allen IS. Olmsted, Le Roy, K. Y.

There are two things calculated
make a man's head swim a
and a merry widow.

to

merry-go-roun-

GOII SEED

BROOM

d

to you if asked for.

DEPT. B.

C,

Ifyouwantlllinoisgrown,properlymatured
Broom Corn Seed, write us for Prices and
Samples
1912 Seed Book will be mailed

ROSS BROTHERS SEED HOUSE, WICHITA,

KANSAS

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

ColormoregoodsbriRhterandfostercoloisthanaiiyotherdye. One 10c package colors all fibers. TheydyeineoldwaterbrtterthansnTortierdye. You can
dye any garment wilhout ripping apart. Write tor free booklet How to Uye. Bleach and Mix Colors. MONBOE DBUG COM PA 1ST. Qulacy, III.

Facetious Operator.
"I say, mister," said the cadaverous
man, entering the telegraph office,
"could you trust me for a telegram I
want to seud my wife? I'll pay you
'
tomorrow."
"Sorry, sir," said tbe operator, "but
we are terribly rushed these days and
there isn't a tick in the office that
isn't working overtime as It la." Harper's Weekly.

Strikers Driven Out.
Tacoma, Wash., April 2. One hundred mill workers who were driven
out of Raymond, Wash.,
Saturday
On the Trail.
when they refused to go back to
"Does your fiance know your age,
work, tried to return today and agnin Lotta?"
were driven out. A crowd of 200 resl.
"Well partly." Fliegende Blaetter.
dents, armed with staves escorted the
Recalling the Fight.
strikers eight miles to Menlo, where
"He has bis father's eyes."
Malice Is more easily disarmed by
they boarded a northbound train. The indifference than by conflict or retalia"That's queer; I thought
Raymond Mills were all running today. tion. Mrs. SIgourney.
blacking his."
To Change Inauguration Day.
Washington, April 2.
Henry of Texas, who ha a bill to
inauguration day from March
A change
' o the last Thursday in April,
today to' provide
. ly. action in the houm.
intro-resolutio-n

1

Carbolafed

Vaseliine

The best dressing you can find for wounds, bites
of insects, abrasions, etc.
The Carbolic Acid helps to prevent Infection: the
"Vaseline" cleanses and soothes.
Especially valuable where there are children.
For sale everywhere in handy glass bottles.

"Vaseline'
Onr yanoua ''Vaaellne'

Be sure yon get

preparation make up a eomnlete medicine
chent thalsoonld be In ererj nuiue. Write tor Ires buoklat telling all
about tbeia. Address Dept. Jfi.

I
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Chesebrough Manufacturing Company

17 Stat
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(Conaolidatad)
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prick, .1.00, retail.
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LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

HAPPENINGS
I

N

atern Newspaper Union News Service.

May

KVKSTS IX NEW 51KXICO.

14
Democrat State Convention
to eprt rtrleitntes to the national cou

venlion

DELEGATES

FOR

TAFT

ROOSEVELT

Clovis.

Sand Road Started.
Roswell.
The sand road across the
Mescalero Bands east of here has been
started. The state good roads commission and the county each have an
equal amount of money up.

LOSES NEW

YORK

nary Interest.
LEADERS TO APPEAL FOR
OTHER PRIMARY.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

NEW MEXICO
CIMIIVG

GARNERING

Minor Occurrences of More Than Ordl- -

New Mexico had thirteen killings In
February.
Berlnger hall, an old landmark, was
destroyed by fire at Katon.
From Albuquerque south and east,
fruit trees are in full bloom.
Jesse Tanner has been appointed
postmaster at Judson, New Mexico.
A new mail route will soon be established between Taos and Ute Park.
The grand Jury at Portales was dis
true
charged after reporting thirty-tw-

AN- -

Defeated In Every District Where
They Opposed Candidates of -4
Regular Organization.
,
New York, N. Y. An appeal to
Gov. Dix for another primary in New
York city Is to be made by the Roosee
velt leaders.
Charles H.
Duell, chairman of the Roosevelt citi-

zens' committee, and Chairman Koe-nl- g
of the Republican county committee, are authority for that statement.
-bills.
i
Delegates to the Republican naA new rural route from the Roswell
tional convention favoring the nomiday
office will bo established the first
Accused Solons Under Bond.
nation of Roosevelt were defeated in
every district where they opposed
Santa Fe. The representatives who of June.
Navajo No. C02 is a new division of
candidates designated by the regular
are accused of being bribed, are out
Republican organization and claimed
on bonds. The House at once sus- the Order of Railroad Conductors, esby the followers of President Taft.
pended them and the charges are be- tablished at Gallup.
The Taft campaign managers said
ing investigated by a committee apThe work of filling in and leveling
at least 83 of New York's 90 delepointed by the House. The members the park at the u.iion station at Dem-lngates would go to Chicago favoring
still claim they are not guilty.
has been completed.
the president's renomination.
That
The development of the famous
estimate Included the four delepates-at-larg- e
TAFT'S campaign for renomlnatlon Is being conducted by Congress
Zinc Concentrates Being Shipped.
country by a railroad cannot be
to be chosen at the state
man William B. McKinley of Illinois, with Leroy T. Vernon, a well- Silver City. George Utter, the big- far distant, it is said.
convention April 9. The remaining
known Washington correspondent, as chief of publicity.
gest zinc miner in New Mexico, has
Miss Lola Faulkner of Roswell susseven delegates were designated by
shipped another carload of zinc con- tained a broken collar bone from a
regular, district organization, but
the
now
Is
He
to
Oklahoma.
centrates
fall from her'saddle horse.
SUFFRAGISTS WON THEIR POINT conceded to Col. Roosevelt.
HOVERS
MINERS
PEACE
OVER
b.
at
f.
o.
Silver
paid $22.50 a ton
Sixty men from Mexico who live at
Col. Roosevelt lost the only two
City for concentrates running over 40
Oklahoma Women Demand That Reg fights his supporters made
Roswell
have petitioned Madero for a
per cent. zinc.
istration Books be Opened to
nd the returns from the 15 contested
Mexican consul to be located at Ros- AGREEMENT IS REACHED IN 'BIThem and It Is Done.
well.
districts in New York city and Long
TUMINOUS
FIELDS.
Killing at Mountainair.
Island gave his opponents a plurality
The Second of the cables being
Shawnee,
Oklahoma. Sixty suf averaging more than 2 to 1.
Mountalair. S. Lopez was slabbed strung across the river at the Ele- Anthracite Men to Quit Work
fragettes of Shawnee served an ulti
A new primary in. New York' city,
six times, four times in the back, once phant Butte dam site has been put in
But Settlement Seems
matum upon Mayor Martin that un- it is estimated, would cost something
in the wrist and once In the abdomen place.
y
Likely
at an Early Date.
less the registration books were like $150,000, Bince ballots costing
during a fight with two men named
Horse thieves have .recently been
opened to allow them to vote for $70,000 would have to be reprinted
Vialpando, father and son, and died
Cleveland, Ohio. Peace by agree
later from the effect of his wounds. operating in Lincoln county. Officers ment was declared in the bituminous members of the school board at the and the whole election machinery
The older Vialpando was arrested by ore busy but no arrests have been coal fields. Immediately afterward city election next Tuesday they would revived.
use
influence in defeating him
Sheriff Julius Meyers. The younger made.
an order was Issued by the anthracite for their
as well as the two MADE I. W. W.
man t scaped.
A mass meeting protesting against strike committee that the 173,000 minMEMBERS LEAVE
fight being held in ers in those fields suspend work members of the city council, who are'
the Johnson-Flyncandidates
for
re-New Mexico was held In Belen
Fall and Catron' Elected Senators.
April 1. President John P. White
The women held that the election San Diego Police Charged With Per.
Santa Fe. Amid scenes of inde- cently.
wired George Baer at Philadelphia officers had no right to disfranchise
mitting Laboring Men to be
scribable enthusiasm, Albert B.' Fall
A postoffice has been established at that he had a proposition to make reWhipped by Vigilantes.'
recity
primaries
them
at
the
held
snd Thomas B. Catron were elected to Sugarite, Colfax county, Ernest T. lative to the anthracite situation.
cently. Threats- of a test case in
the United States Senate. The fate of Underwood has been appointed post
was
Mr.
Word
received back from
San Diego, California. Charging
court caused the city council , by
the latter hung in the balance when master
Baer that he would be glad to grant unanimous vote to grant the request the police with having permitted
the roll had been called, he lacked four
the request and another conference is of the suffragettes.
vigilantes to take 16 prisoners from
Thj secretary of the Interior has re now assured.
votes of election, but before the result
the city Jail at nlgnt and drive them
was announced, enough legislators stored to entry the lands withdrawn
This makes it very possible that a
out of town, attorneys for the IndusGuada
project.
the
Lake
Urton
under
CASE
OF
SNOW
CAUSES
SUNBURN
to
VQtes
Catron
rose to change their
strike in the antharacite regions may
trial Workers of the World have delupe county.
to pu'. him safely across the wire.
be avoided, though the order lor a
manded an investigation.
It Is said
Fred McDonald was taken to Gal suspension has been Issued.
Kansas Physician's Face Blistered In a letter to the chief of police that
Building
Planned.
suspension
There will be a short
in
New School
lup from Belen to answer the charge
From Blinding Glare in Six
the prisoners were taken to the city
Mile Walk.
limits, where they were beaten and
Taos. The citizens of Costilla, Dis- of stealing $75.00 from the store of the bituminous fields to permit the
operators and miners in the different
ordered never to return to San Diego.
trict No. 31, are making arrangements George McAdama.
state to settle their Internal dif
A
six
Winfield,
of
Kansas.
walk
school building.
Rumors of a vigilance committee's
to build a
currency
has
The comptroller of the
They have had plans drawn and esti- extended the charter of the First Na ferences but according to the joint miles through the snow gave Dr. W. working with the knowledge of the.
mate made as to the cost of the build- tional Bank of Raton, Colfax county, conference no change in present con- P. Guy of thiscity a coat of sunburn. police have been, In circulation, but
ditions will be made that will in Dr. Guy was called on a case Ax nothing definite has. been learned. The
ing. It is expected an election will to March 17, 1932.
crease the cost of mining over the miles In the country. He drove out, police deny the charge.- soon be called to vote bonds and the
Santos Aragon, a laborer at the Ele agreement reached here or keep the but was compelled to abandon his
building will be completed in time for
use at the beginning of the next school phant Buttes, was struck by a rock miners from earning as much as they team on the return trip in the morn- ANOTHER COURTROOM SHOOTING
ing on account of the deep drifts.
that rolled down the hillside, and was can.
year.
By the agreement the miners will re- The physician walked the remainder
crushed to death.
ceive an increase of five cents a ton
Man Who Attempted to Whip New
Several Bills Introduced.
Postmaster W. A. Woods of Eddy for screened coal, 3 cents for mine of the way home along the railroad
Mexico Justice Shot and
Santa Fe. Eleven bills have been county was held without bail to the run, 5.5 per cent for day laborers and tracks.
Killed.
The bright sunshine reflected from
introduced in the Senate, including grand jury for Eddy County for the dead work and five hours work on the snow caused
blinding glare.
a
as
follows:
killing
Donnelson.
James
by
of
Senator Walton
three
Saturday with five hours pay. All The physician's face was burned so
Kenna, New Mexico. Walter Orr,
Naming a corrupt practices act, an
comes the good other demands are waived. The add! severely that it was blistered and the who formerly owned the townsite of
From
Elizabethtown
act to secure the purity of the election news that a new mining company has tional rates demanded by the Illinois skin now has begun to peel as if it Kenna, was shot and killed in the
of judges, and an act relating to the been organized for $500,000 and will miners In their convention will be had been subjected to the rays of a justice of the peace court room here
publication of legal notices. Joint res- develop the Pay Era and Valley View dropped. The settlement of the peace July sun.
after a scuffle with Justice W. H.
olutions were introduced for constitu- mining claims.
to the work of the
credited
is
terms
Cooper, whom Orr was trying to whip
tional amendment to repeal the lanIllinois operators and miners.
because he had assessed him a fine of
FULTON
REMAIN
WILL
SALOONS
"District Court for Curry county has
euaee Qualification, to ratify the In
The operators of the states not rep$5 for contempt of court. The judge
come tax, amendment to Incorporation convened at Clovis with Judge E. C, resented will accept the' settlement
was injured slightly by a bullet grazspe
state-widproas
presiding
of
Fe,
Abbott
Santa
act, the recall, and for
question. There will be a Circuit Court Declares Legal Recent ing his hand. Hayzell Smith, brother-without
Election in Which Wets Were
hibition. Seven bills have been intro- cial Judge under appointment of Chief suspension in the bituminous fields
ul me ueuu iiiuu, was unemeu
Justice Roberts.
Victorious.
duced in the House.
in all states except Missouri, Kanfor the killing. The shots were fired
J. M. Stark, mayor of the city of sas, Arkansas, Texas and Oklahoma,
was crowded
Fulton, Missouri. Judge David H. while the courtroom
Holloway Jury Fails to Agree.
Tucumcari, his issued a proclamation where the miners have an agreement
pulling Orr
was
constable
the
and
Harris, of the 34th judicial circuit, away
Santa Fe. After being out eight setting Tuesday, April 2nd, as the to work, pending negotiations for a disposed
from the magistrate.
pro
temporary
of
writ
the
of
About 350,000 union men
days, the Jury in the case of Cashier time for the election of city officers contract.
hibition against the county court is
are benefitted.
Holloway, accused of embezzlement at for the coming term.
sued by him some weeks ago by rul LUNATIC TRIES TO KILL GORE
by
discharged
was
Alamogordo,
Supreme Court is in ?ei
The
State
ing
that while the local option law
Judge Medler, being unable to agree, sion with Judges Hamna, Roberts and CLAUDE
SURRENDERS does not specifically provide for a re Senator Unaware of Danger Until
ALLEN
Holloway was cashier of the bank at Parker on tte bench. ' The court adopt
Maniac Was Knocked Fro n Platsubmission of the measure after it
Tularoca before it was closed down ed new rules for the court that will go
once voted upon, the title
had
form by Judge P. C- - Harmin.
been
Slayer
Court
Hungry,
Out
and
Worn
a
sensational
Holloway
had told
after
Into effect on April 15.
of the bill implied such, and that an
Only
Up
Three
Give
to
Is
Glad
alrobbery story of which he was the.
'
Waukesha, Wis. Senator Gore of
election after the expiration of four
Remain Out.
The New Mexico Salt Company at
leged victim, the robbers according to
narrowly escaped death
ruling
years
legal.
Oklahoma
in
The
would
be
his assertion getting away with $5,- Estancia has completed arrangements
legal the recent elec here . when Charles Schomulla, a
declares
effect
sleepless
Starving,
Va.
Hillsville,
begin
hauling
to
once,
will
and
at
charge
salt
Holloway
000.
On the first
a month and fatigued, Claude Swanson Allen tion by which saloons were voted into crazed Pole, attacked him with a ciuo
was acquitted several days ago. The begin shipping In abou
Fulton,
while the senator, was speaking
jury Is reported to have stood seven They have orders for six or seven cars came out of the laurel thicket in the
One oi the men on the 6tage, ludge
Blue Ridge, pointed two
now on file.
to five for conviction.
P, C. Harmin, was quicker than 'Je
Coxey Sues Grant Gillette.
toward the sky and gave himself up
The safe of W. F. Ritter at Lords to the posse which for nearly two
maniac, however, and knocked Scl
New York, N. Y. A deal in min
Verdict of Murder in Second Degree. burg, Grant county, was tapped by weeks has hunted him.
ing stocks by "General" Jacob S. mulla off the stage before his blJ
Domingo Madrid, burglars who obtained less than $10.
Silver City.
"I'm glad to get a chance to come Coxey, one time leader of "Coxey's landed. The senator, who could n
charged before the Sixth Judicial
The sale of 130,000 acres of the fin in," he said. "I haven't slept In a army," with Grant G. Gillette, the see his danger was unaware of th
Court at Silver City, with the murder est yellow pine timber land In the bed since the shooting. I'm hungry." former Kansas promoter, has. resulted trouble until the man was being oveifi
Claude's capture gives renewed In a suit here in which Gen. Coxey powered by the audience.
of Macedonio Torres, Jr., in the Man-ga- s West tslill standing has passed to a
Beeks to have declared void notes agvalley last winter, was found guil- Denver concern. The land has been hope of the remaining fugitives
Wiley to Lecture.
ty of murder in the second degree by purchased from the Indian agent at Sidna Allen, his nephew Frlel and gregating $17,000 and to recover
additional.
New York, N. Y. Dr. Harvey W.
Dulce, acting for the Jicarilras Apa Wesley Edwards.
the Jury.
Wiley has Just closed a contract here
ches, and the Department of the In-to give 100 lectures through the
Gas Wrecks lola Home.
Won Sunday School Contest
ttrior at Washington.
Names of Prize Winners.
United States next season. The tour
Iola, Kansas. An explosion of gas
Wichita,
Kansas
month's
a
Atter
Harry Riede, the Aspen whirlwind, demolished the home of Mrs. Ida contest, Bluff City, a town of 300,
Albuquerque. The New Mexico Buin will begin In October and will Include
reau of Immigration has announced decisively defeated Young Abe Attell Ogden here and seriously burned Mrs. Sumner county, has outstripped An engagements from Maine to Calithe prize winners In the Agricultural of Denver, at Albuquerque, in a hard Ogden and little daughter, Gladys. A thony, a town of 3,000, In a race to be fornia.
Demonstration Train letter writing fought twenty-rounbout. Both boys rubber hose had become detached first in Sunday school attendance
contest which began on January 11th. agreed to call the bout a draw 1f they from the feed .pipe of a hot plate and When the enrollment was counted,
Drowned In Cedar River.
The original prizes of $10, $5 and $3 were on their feet at the end of the when the accumulated gas reached a Bluff City showed an aggregate attendWaterloo, Iowa. Walter Downing,
twenty rounds, and it was on this rul- burning pas light in the dining room, ance of 1,173, while all Anthony could 21 years old, was drowned and a
were offered by the Bureau of Immigration, J. D. Tlusley, agricultural ing that the Deuverite was given a the explosion occurred. Fire followed do was 898.
brother 19 years old narrowly escaped
demonstrator of the Santa Fe railroad draw.
death when their boat capsized In
the exyloslon and reduced the wreckand President W. E. Garrison of the
Cedar river, a half mile above the
Women Seek Negro Votes.
Among the bills introduced in the age to ashes.
college.
The
State Agricultural
Chicago, Illinois. Mrs. Katherine L. city. The body was not recovered.
a
Legislature
comple
are
state
code
of
amounts were doubled by Dr. E. McWolfe made an appeal to negroes at a
Peoria Y. M. C. A. Burns.
Queen Gray, president of the Univer- land laws and giving the commissioner
Secretary Knox Visits Porto Rico.
Peoria, 111. Peoria's new $100,000 meeting in South State street for their
sity of New Mexico. The winners iu of public lands supervision also over Y. M. C. A. building was damaged to votes for equal suffrage on primary
San Juan, Porto Rico. Secretary
the contest were: Frank Overstitet all state buildings in Santa Fe, thus the extent of $50,000, by fire. The day April. 9. Many negroes at the Knox touched American soil again
in a month. AJJ
the first
of Fort Sumner, first prfcte; Catherine deprhlng the governor of the power to building Was Dot quite completed. A meeting spoke. Some of them had here for
f
. r. timejutui
.
.
.1
T
Laugbren of Doming, second prize; appoint custodian boards and through campaign for funds for furnishings, been ulaves. The present situation it.were ft
lae- streets oi aau
building
emcapitol
them
and
third
Albuquerque,
buildother
among the won on wa compared to rately decorted with the Stars
Just ended, netted $25,000. The
Doris Matthew,
ployes.
, ing carried Insurance of $25,000.
Stripe.
those day
prize
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